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The Indian Residential Schools of Canada were a component of a government policy of 

forced assimilation that resulted in the systemic abuse and oppression of generations of 

Aboriginal children.  Once these schools closed the structures remained, leaving scars on 

the landscape.  Many Aboriginal communities found various heritage strategies with which 

to address these structures and sites that do not fit within the confines of traditional 

Western heritage construction.  This study documents these strategies and demonstrates 

how such alternative heritages, including the reuse, alteration or destruction of difficult 

sites, may allow for reconciliatory heritage creation for living traditions struggling to 

overcome trauma. 
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Preface 

 

Before beginning this dissertation I wish to highlight that I am a non-Aboriginal writing 

about the Aboriginal experience of, and response to, the Indian Residential School system.  

I have never experienced the trauma and abuse experienced by students and their 

communities due to this system of oppression, and I am overtly aware that I do not want 

to appropriate or represent their stories as my own.  However, I feel very strongly that the 

views of similar non-Aboriginal academics such as Haig-Brown (1988), Milloy (1999), and 

Regan (2010) are correct, that the responsibility in acknowledging, exposing, and studying 

this system falls on Aboriginals and non-Aboriginals alike.  It is a history that affects all 

Canadians. 

It is critical that non-Aboriginal people study and write about the schools, 

for not to do so on the premise that it is not our story, too, is to marginalise 

it as we did Aboriginal people themselves, to reserve it for them as a site of 

suffering and grievance and to refuse to make it a site of introspection, 

discovery, and extirpation – a site of self-knowledge from which we can 

understand not only who we have been as Canadians but who we must 

become if we are to deal justly with the Aboriginal people of this land 

(Milloy 1999, xviii). 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 

I grew up in the small city of Kamloops, located in British Columbia, Canada.  This 

year Kamloops celebrates its bi-centennial under the theme ‘2 rivers, 2 peoples, 200 

years’.  Kamloops has been a winter camp for the Secwepemc First Nation for over 2000 

years, and the name Kamloops, is an anglicised version of Tk’emlups, the Secwepemc term 

for ‘meeting of the waters’.  The significance of this land to the Secwepemc is what 

brought Europeans to establish a settlement here 200 years ago in order to trade furs.  As 

is common for many small cities in Western Canada, the presence of substantial brick 

buildings dating even 75 years old is rare.  In Kamloops such buildings are limited to a 

former courthouse, a school, and a church.  These structures are often identified as part of 

the ‘heritage’ of the city by non-Aboriginals. 

On the edge of town there exists a similar brick building that, to my knowledge, is 

not included in discussions of the city’s heritage.  As an undergraduate student I learned 

that this was the former Kamloops Indian Residential School; I learned that here 

generations of Secwepemc children were removed from their homes, forced to speak 

English, banned from partaking in their cultural traditions, and many underwent abuse.  By 

the time I learned this, the government had transferred the responsibility of the building 

to the Tk’emlups Indian Band.  The Band continued to occupy the structure, using it as a 

school, a museum, administration office, even a day care.  I began to question how a 

community who had undergone trauma at this site could adopt it for their own use.  I 

wanted to know what had become of the other Indian Residential Schools (IRS) that had 

existed across the country.  Additionally, I was curious if the ways in which Aboriginal 

communities chose to address these schools, many sites of traumatic history, was a form 

of heritage creation, an attempt to create a positive future out of difficult past.  This 

formed the genesis for this research. 

The Indian Residential School (IRS) system of Canada was a component of a larger 

government policy designed to assimilate First Nations, Inuit, and Métis peoples into the 

mainstream Euro-Canadian majority.  The system existed for over 100 years, from 1883 to 

1996, and included over 139 schools which spanned across the majority of the country.  

Indian Residential Schools are part of Canada’s very recent history, approximately 80000 

former students are still alive, and the country is still trying to address many of its 

consequences (Regan, 2010).  During their time at these schools children often underwent 
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physical, sexual and emotional abuse in addition to the suppression of their cultural 

traditions and languages.  The effects of the IRS system have had lasting consequences for 

individuals forced to attend them, their communities, and their subsequent generations; 

what remains is “an intergenerational history of dispossession, violence, abuse, and racism 

that is a fundamental denial of the human dignity and rights of Indigenous peoples” 

(Regan, 2010, 5). 

The Indian Residential School sites provide a particularly interesting example of 

how directly affected communities have found a multitude of alternative strategies to 

address the difficult sites under their control.  Many of the school’s physical structures still 

remain, leaving tangible reminders of oppression and abuse, often located at the centre of 

current Aboriginal communities.  Upon their closure the management of these structures 

was often transferred to the Aboriginal community who had undergone generations of 

colonial oppression and abuse there.  These communities chose various dynamic strategies 

in addressing these structures.   Many of these strategies fall outside the traditionally 

recognised heritage management strategies of preservation, conservation and 

commemoration.   

This study will document these various strategies and attempt to analyse the 

complex interplay of political recognition and emotional reaction which motivates 

involvement with these sites.   Additionally this research will argue that these strategies, 

regardless of form, perform an alternative method of heritage creation, one which allows 

surviving communities to reconcile a painful past and create a desired future.  An 

understanding of the motivations involved and the effects that these treatments have on 

the affected Aboriginal communities may provide useful information for heritage 

professionals attempting to determine appropriate strategies at other sites of trauma.  

Although there exists a large body of work which discusses the history and consequence of 

the IRS system, from both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal viewpoints, there has been no 

research which has attempted to document the changes applied to, or current status of, 

IRS sites after closure as government run institutions; nor has there been any study 

regarding how these sites are perceived by the survivors and their communities.   

Language 

Before commencing the body of this paper it is important to clarify certain terms 

used.  The terms Aboriginal and Indigenous are used interchangeably as an inclusive term 
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for First Nations, Inuit, and Métis people, “without regard to their separate origins and 

identities” (Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples 1991, iii) and refers to the peoples 

who were present at the time Europeans began to arrive and settle in what would become 

Canada.  First Nations is the term used in Canada to replace ‘Indian’, and is a general term 

for a multitude of unique and distinct cultures contained within it.  The Métis are distinct 

peoples descended from ancestors of mixed First Nations and European 

heritage.  Belonging neither to the settler society, nor to First Nation societies, Métis 

peoples developed their own unique culture blending their British, French and various First 

Nation’s heritages.  Inuit refers to the Aboriginal people of the Canadian arctic, who are 

afforded distinct status due to the uniqueness of their culture.  Where possible within this 

research, specific cultural or traditional names will be used in reference to Aboriginal 

peoples rather than these more generic terms, and I continue to use the term Indian only 

within a historical context or where a First Nations individual or group self-identify with 

the name as such.  ‘Indian’ still maintains a legal definition within Canada (see Miller 2004 

for further discussion) but I do not align my use with this political definition.  Each of these 

groups, First Nations, Métis and Inuit, were affected by the Indian Residential School 

system. 

Aims and Structure 

This research will begin, in Chapter 2, with a theoretical discussion on ‘heritage’, 

‘memory’, and ‘place’, and on the how these ideas relate to the sites associated with 

traumatic events.  The research presented in this chapter will be of an interdisciplinary 

nature, including heritage theory, geography, memory studies, and material culture 

studies.  Chapter 3 will provide a brief historical context of the Canadian Residential Indian 

School system and explain how this difficult heritage affects Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 

communities today.  Chapter 4 will outline the methodologies chosen in investigating the 

questions proposed by this research, followed by the results presented in Chapter 5.  

Chapter 6 will bring the research full circle; it will place the results of Chapter 5 within the 

context of Chapters 2 and 3, to explain the motivations which affect decisions about 

alteration, preservation and destruction of sites of trauma when made by the individuals 

or groups who underwent this pain.  This research is designed to instigate an academic 

interest and discussion regarding the treatments of the IRS sites, therefore opportunities 

for further study will also be identified in this chapter.  Chapter 7 will conclude by 

discussing how these decisions, whether explicitly stated or even consciously performed or 
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not, should be recognised as culturally specific acts of alternative heritage creation which 

aid in emotional reconciliation.   
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Chapter 2 – Theoretical Framework 

In the aftermath of violence, trauma and oppression “there is a growing reliance on 

heritage discourses of restitution, restoration and material well-being to turn sites of 

violence into processes of reconciliation and the maintenance of cultural diversity as part 

of sustainable development strategies” (De John and Rowlands 2008, 132).  As a result, 

within the last half century nationally and internationally recognised sites of violence, 

oppression and shame have begun to be preserved and memorialised, most poignantly 

represented in the protection of sites of the Holocaust and their subsequent 

interpretations as sites of international conscience.  This preservation is often equated 

with the need to remember the victims and ensure that the ‘past is not repeated’, but 

does this traditional form of heritage creation address the needs of the surviving 

individuals and their communities?  If, as David Lowenthal (1975) observed, “features 

recalled with pride are apt to be safeguarded against erosion and vandalism; those that 

reflect shame may be ignored or expunged from the landscape” in attempts to conform 

landscapes to memory, then does the preservation of these sites inhibit reconciliatory 

memory formation?  Would this form of preservation be the course chosen if the survivors 

and their affected communities had control over the sites instead of national or 

international organisations? 

Heritage as a process 

 Within the western context heritage has often been equated to the preservation of 

tangible items which need to be maintained for transmission to future generations 

(Davison 2008).  Although there has been a lack of alternatives recommended, the 

shortcomings of this traditional ‘heritage’ are numerous.  These include the ‘freezing’ of 

heritage through preservation, the disregarding of traditional non-Western heritage 

management systems, and the alienation of local communities in the establishment of 

national and international heritage conservation efforts (Byrne 2008; Rowlands and Butler 

2007; Ševenko 2011; Smith 2006; Tilley 2011).  The existing “firm ideology of conservation 

and preservation” (Holtorf 2006, 101) is evident in the  list of trauma sites converted to 

monument, museum or memorial and includes such World Heritage Sites as the Genbaku 

Dome, Auschwitz-Birkenau, and Robben Island. 

 More recently, the view of what heritage is has begun to change, through such 

authors as Smith (2006, 44) who defines heritage and its relationship to tangible place as 
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“…a cultural process that engages with acts of remembering that work to create ways to 

understand and engage with the present, and the sites themselves are cultural tools that 

can facilitate, but are not necessarily vital for, this process.”   Using this definition, what 

heritage may encompass becomes daunting in its breadth but it also provides the heritage 

industry with an opportunity to re-evaluate its underpinnings.  Smith has begun such a re-

evaluation through her work, The Uses of Heritage, where she highlights how alternative, 

localised, cultural or community centred attempts to develop the ‘process of heritage’, are 

not recognised as such because they fall outside of the regulated and legitimised 

‘authorised heritage discourse’ (AHD).  Similar concerns have also been highlighted by 

Holtorf (2006), who furthers these critiques by arguing for the inclusion of destruction 

along with commemoration as a form of heritage making.  He highlights a central issue in 

the redefinition of heritage through the “inability of both academic and political observers 

[the AHD] to understand and theorize what heritage does, and what is done to it, within 

the different realities that together make up our one world” (Holtorf 2006, 101). 

 This ‘process of heritage’ is not only limited to the actions that are done towards 

forms of heritage, but also includes the dialogue that surrounds decisions to interact with 

objects (Harrison et al. 2008).  This discussion within the Western heritage field has been 

pre-occupied with discussions about what societies want to remember and preserve, but 

as Holtof (2006) and Raj Isar et al. (2011) suggest heritage professionals also need to 

explore the opposite issues of what groups wish to forget.  Western heritage needs to 

expand its focus beyond preservation and conservation to include alteration, destruction 

and reuse in the performance of heritage.  This process and dialogue of creation is a form 

of communication to both contemporary and future groups about meaning-making and 

self-identity.  When applied to sites of trauma this complex interplay of memory 

modification and identity creation will reflect itself in the strategies applied to the sites 

associated with these traumatic events.  

Memory, materiality and modification 

 Many authors who have contributed greatly to the understanding between objects, 

places and memory have overstated the relationship between them by assuming that both 

objects and landscape can act as equivalent for memory.  This is especially evident in 

Lowenthal’s 1975 work Past time, Present Place.  While enlightening about the ways in 

which people alter and use tangible objects to refute or substantiate perceived histories, 

he nevertheless continues the belief that memory can reside within these tangible objects.  
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Forty (2001, 5-7) has provided a particularly succinct response to this certainty, providing 

examples where tangible objects do not fit within this premise.  These examples include: 

(1) ‘ephemeral monuments’, which do not require preservation of tangible fabric to retain 

significance; (2) Freud’s theory of mental processes; and (3) the difficulties that arose from 

attempts at remembering the Holocaust within the traditional heritage.  Similarly, Kuchler 

(2001, 55) argues that the multi-valent nature of heritage sites, “implies a looser 

connection between memory and objects than previously assumed”. 

 While memory may not reside in tangible fabric there is still a documented 

connection.  Objects and places may act as trigger of emotional responses and memories 

through an individual’s experience with them.  Benton and Cecil (2010) explore the 

complexities of this connection, however, they do not entirely disregard the possibility of 

that memory may be ‘embedded’ within objects or places.  This phrasing of ‘embedding’, 

echoes the Western tradition of placing inherent qualities within tangible remains which 

has been refuted by Smith (2006) and Foote (2003), amongst others.  They have argued 

instead that the value of tangible objects stems from the meaning and significance that 

humans impart upon them.  Foote (2003, 33) describes how values and significance are 

influenced by memory:  

Memory provides an important bond between culture and landscape, 

because human modifications of the environment are often related to the 

way societies wish to sustain and efface memories.  More to the point, the 

very durability of the landscape and of memorials placed in the landscape 

makes these modifications effective for symbolizing and sustaining 

collective values over long periods of time. 

Individual vs. collective memory 

Important to any discussion regarding memory, is ensuring the clarification 

between individual and collective memory.  The differentiation between collective and 

individual memory is difficult, and often a point of discussion amongst those who study 

memory and history.  One side, heavily influenced by the philosopher and sociologist 

Maurice Halbwachs, argues that no memory can be wholly individual as it must be ‘socially 

determined’, while others emphasise the agency of the individuals in memory making 

(Kansteiner 2002). 

Kansteiner (2002) brings forward important issues surrounding the 

misrepresentation of collective memory amongst those who study memory; this 
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misrepresentation results from defining “collective memory as an effect and extension of 

individual, autobiographical memory” (Kansteiner 2002, 179).  This is an issue which this 

research must contend with as it pulls from autobiographical memory as it relates to the 

creation of collective memory.  Assman (1995) defines collective or cultural memories as 

those that reside in heritage, what social groups choose to pass on to future generations, 

and communicative, or individual memory, as those instances where one passes on first-

hand, or autobiographical information.  The distinction between the informal oral history 

of communicative memory and cultural memory may be more difficult to distinguish in 

cultures with a formalised oral history structure such as the Aboriginal groups of Canada. 

Modification of difficult heritage 

 If “personal memories of traumatic events are particularly liable to modification” 

(Benton and Cecil 2010, 10) then, as noted by Lowenthal (1975), it may become necessary 

that the tangible remains of traumatic events adapt to meet these modifications.  A 

categorisation of alterations to sites of difficult heritage has been put forward by both 

Foote (2003) and Lowenthal (2003).  Both authors argue that these changes are done to 

ensure that the tangible remains of this heritage conform to desired memory.  Lowenthal 

(2003) suggests that these sites are reformed through one of five tactics: to ignore, to 

erase, to celebrate, to transmute, or to commemorate.  The concern that no tactic “is 

wholly effectual; all have some merit” is stated but yet Lowenthal’s (2003) description of 

these tactics reveal his confidence that commemoration, or those with commemorative 

attributes are the correct choice to address such sites.  

 Alternatively, Foote (2003) provides four similar categorisations: commemoration, 

dedication, rectification, and obliteration.  These categorisations are designed to 

correspond to a spectrum of remembering and forgetting with sanctification and 

obliteration at the respective extremes.  The practical application of placing a site into any 

one of these categories is much more difficult than either theory presents.  While both 

authors discuss how each may reflect remembering and forgetting, neither actively 

engages with the problematic issue that each treatment contains both remembering and 

forgetting in its action (Forty and Kucher 2001; Huyssen 2003).  For in every act of 

remembering there is a component of forgetting (Grunebaum-Ralph 2001; Hoelscher and 

Alderman 2004). 
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Remembering and Forgetting 

 Heritage construction is often concerned with those items we wish to remember, 

and pass along to our future generations.  Within the choice to highlight certain items for 

remembrance, there is a choice, conscious or not, about what we wish to forget, for we 

cannot remember everything.  Iconoclasm has been the heritage strategy most closely 

associated with desired forgetting, although Forty and Kucher (2001) have demonstrated 

that forgetting occurs through the selection and preservation of monuments as well. 

Connerton (2008) argues that certain types of forgetting should not be viewed as a 

failing or a loss, but rather may have positive implications.  One such instance is forgetting 

“which is constitutive in the formation of a new identity” (Connerton 2008, 62-64).  This is 

specifically unique to groups or individuals who have undergone traumatic experiences but 

may be beneficial to anyone who is experiencing cognitive dissonance between their 

memories and present or desired future circumstances.  He also highlights ‘humiliated 

silence’ as a form of forgetting often associated with traumatic experiences, but here again 

he argues that forgetting, or at least the desire to forget, may provide a benefit:   

We cannot, of course, infer the fact of forgetting from the fact of silence.  

Nevertheless, some acts of silence may be an attempt to bury things 

beyond expression and the reach of memory; yet such silencings, while they 

are type of repression, can at the same time be a form of survival, and the 

desire to forget may be an essential ingredient in that process of survival 

(Connerton 2008, 68). 

This is in contrast to Lowenthal (1975) who highlights the negative effects that forgetting 

may have.  He raises important issues regarding the lack of identity and future direction for 

those without grounding in memory.   

Through the modification of the tangible fabric of heritage sites, through the 

intangible ‘process of heritage’, there is both remembering and forgetting.  This allows for 

multiple layers of memory, where individuals and communities can choose to remember 

what fits within their desired perception of the present and future.  This is a dynamic 

process and will alter with time, group, and need. 

Continuous creation and layermaking 

 If heritage creation is considered to be reflected, even in part, by the tangible 

aspects and associated significance of a site, and significance is neither universal nor static, 
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it must also be a dynamic and contested process.  Grassi (1999) provides a helpful analogy 

to describe how an object, while not necessarily initially constructed by an individual, can 

through its reuse, redevelopment and re-creation provide knowledge about the individual 

who chooses to alter it.  If an individual buys a car and then proceeds to use it, the artefact 

of the car represents mainly the creator (Ford for example), but the user is represented by 

the effects of use, wear or scratches visible on it.  “When we begin to learn about users is 

when they abandon the role of consumers and become creators.  Then we watch people 

drive…” (Grassi 1999, 82).  Personal modifications are made to the car to express individual 

needs; the artefact becomes a multi-layered object, termed ‘creative layermaking’, which 

contains information about both the original and secondary creators.  This is also true of 

alterations made to other artefacts, including structures and sites, where, initially 

constructed for a particular purpose they take on additional significance through the use, 

change or even removal of their tangible fabric.  In this way a study of the layermaking of 

such sites may provide some information about the values and significance placed on them 

by communities.  This is particularly applicable in instances where sites, such as Indian 

Residential Schools, originally constructed by oppressors, are now managed by survivors. 

 Lowenthal (1975, 6) states “…the past is not only recalled; it is incarnate in the 

things we build and the landscapes we create”.  While Lowenthal refers to the desire to 

surround ourselves with those tangible objects which trigger comfortable memories, it 

could also be argued that the layermaking to which Grassi (1999) refers is an attempt to 

make ‘comfortable’ those items which are not, or not enough.  As significance alters with 

temporal depth so then will a site or landscape gain another layer which may or may not 

be reflected in its tangible elements.  In this way a landscape can be viewed as a 

‘palimpsest’, a term used by Huyssen (2003), in reference to how urban environments are 

reworked to allow for multiple images; “memories of what there was before, [and] 

imagined alternatives to what there is.  The strong marks of present space merge in the 

imaginary with traces of the past, erasure, losses, and heterotopias” (Huyssen 2003, 7).  

When remembering and forgetting are allowed to coexist within a trauma heritage 

site, creating a multi-valent, multi-mnemonic site, there is the opportunity to reduce the 

dissonance felt, particularly for those struggling with the emotional repercussions of 

needing to coexist with the site’s continued presence. 
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Dissonance and difficult heritage 

 Dissonance is universal to heritage, especially if one agrees with the premise that 

there is no universal heritage.  Dissonance can be found on many scales, and within the 

example of Indian Residential Schools there are various levels of dissonance that are 

readily identifiable.  This includes emotional dissonance for students who must attempt to 

reconcile their negative associations with the site’s continued existence.  Furthermore, 

they contain political dissonance for the government of Canada, the religious organisations 

associated with their administration, and for non-Aboriginal Canadians as they are the 

tangible expressions of a history which contravenes Canada’s national myth of peaceful 

and benevolent interactions with Aboriginal peoples (Regan 2010).  These examples fall 

under what Tunbridge and Ashworth (1996, 29) term as ‘undesirable transmission’:  

These are the messages that society, or sections of it, would rather not hear 

themselves or permit others to hear…  This can create dissonance among 

previous victims, their descendants...  Equally, it can be dissonant to 

previous perpetrators and their descents, or to society as a whole, or 

generations within it, which would rather not be constantly reminded of the 

depths that can be reached by their shared flawed humanity.   

 Tunbridge and Ashworth (1996) have discussed the various forms of dissonant 

heritage and how it impacts and is impacted by the heritage industry.  While this research 

is undeniably valuable to the heritage discourse, it does not view the effects of this 

dissonance outside of a very narrow interpretation of heritage as an economic commodity, 

inextricably tied with the tourism industry, a criticism brought forward by Smith (2006).  

Heritage, especially community constructed heritage, can be developed with the intention 

to provide identity creation and to generate a ‘sense of place’ for disrupted communities 

without placing tourism and associated economic development as its focus, although this 

is often a subsequent consequence.    

 As this paper focuses on community centred heritage construction by the victims of 

trauma, it will focus on how the strategies developed lessen the emotional dissonance felt 

at these sites.  Analysis of how these strategies affect the political dissonance felt by the 

perpetrating parties is only briefly discussed. 
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Heritage and identity creation 

 There is a complicated interplay between those places we define, create and use as 

heritage, and the construction of identity through memory which is influenced by this 

process (Tilley 2011).   

The values and practices of heritage preservation – and revitalization – are 

prominent in contemporary cultural life, demanding major economic and 

political trade-offs in determining what sites and properties are to be 

preserved, restored, rebuilt, documented or not.  The narrative that binds 

these societal decisions together also shapes the social meanings and 

symbols that are central to the construction of collective memories and 

identities (Raj Isar et al. 2011). 

If heritage helps create, establish and maintain identity creation, it is a circular 

system, where identity, or at least desired identity, then motivates how and what heritage 

is managed (Raj Isar et al. 2011). “Collective identity is based on the (selective) processes 

of memory, so that a given group recognises itself through its recollection of a common 

past” (Morley and Robbins in Linke, n.d.).  The connection between heritage and identity 

creation is often most visible in the nationalising of heritage to establish a cohesive 

national identity, and the majority of heritage literature has focused on this relationship.  

Within a local or community level, the same connection will be maintained, and can be 

used to reveal identities which have been obscured within the nationalising discourse 

(Smith 2006). 

Conclusion 

The construction of heritage that falls outside of the AHD has been termed heritage 

from below in that it falls outside of the top down international or national constructed 

heritage frameworks.  Byrne (2008) has argued that this type of heritage construction can 

be used for positive social and political change.  For communities struggling to overcome 

traumatic and post-conflict experiences, locally based heritage making can provide needed 

points of stability regarding identity formation and exerting resistance to competing 

national messages.  Important in this development of alternative heritages is the inclusion 

of memory into decisions which affect heritage sites.  Huyssen (2003) describes the 

tension which arises through the perception of history as objective and scientific, against 

memory as personal and subjective. This separation is particularly evident in post-conflict 
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societies attempting to reconcile their difficult heritage, where authorised heritage bodies 

may subvert the local and personal needs for the ‘objective’ national ones (Smith 2006). 

 This chapter began by outlining the traditional Western perception of heritage and 

its preoccupation with commemorative heritage structures and identified that within all 

heritage, but especially difficult or trauma heritage there exists dissonance for which the 

cure is, ostensibly more heritage (Tunbridge and Ashworth 1996).  The argument here is 

that maybe it is not more heritage which is needed, but a different perception of what 

heritage creation includes.  These ‘alternative’ heritages can be investigated through the 

examples provided by the sites of former Indian Residential Schools in Canada. 
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Chapter 3 – Indian Residential Schools: history, effects and attempts 

at reconciliation 

A brief history 

 The history of the IRS system in Canada has been well studied by both Aboriginal 

and non-Aboriginal scholars, and there exists a wealth of literature and oral history 

representing local to national perspectives (see for instance Haig-Brown 1988; Jack 2000; 

Miller 1996; Milloy 1999; Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples 1996; and Truth and 

Reconciliation Commission of Canada 2012).  The schools were a result of the changing 

relationship between Europeans and Aboriginal groups from the middle of the 18th 

century.  Aboriginals who had once been valued trading partners and respected for their 

skill and knowledge in surviving the harsh Canadian landscape began, with the move 

towards agriculturalism and settlement, to be viewed as impediments to progress.  By the 

middle of the 19th century and following the creation of Canada, similar factors led to the 

creation of the 1876 Indian Act which allowed for federal control over the governance, 

education, and daily life of Aboriginal communities through the Department of Indian 

Affairs (created in 1880) (Miller 1996; Miller 2004; Milloy 1999).  The Department’s focus 

on assimilation is best represented in the IRS system which was seen to address issues of 

educational obligations established in treaties signed between various First Nations groups 

and the British and Canadian governments, religious motivations which believed that 

Christianisation of Aboriginal groups required separation from traditional spiritual leaders, 

and commonly held beliefs about the superiority of the Western European values and 

lifestyle (Miller 2004).  It was believed that the best way to succeed in this assimilation was 

through the re-education of children (Milloy 1999). 

 The IRS system began in 18831 (Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada 

2012).  While religiously run industrial and residential schools operated before this period, 

this date marks the transfer of financial responsibility to the Canadian government2.  

Originally, this system began with three schools but quickly increased and by 1931 there 

were over 80 schools in operation (Milloy 1999). Currently, there are 139 residential 

schools identified for inclusion in the Indian Residential Schools Settlement Agreement 

(IRSSA) discussed below, although the actual number of institutions is arguably higher, as 

                                                        
1
There are diverging dates for the beginning of the IRS system. The 1883 date reflects the creation of three residential 

schools through a government act. 
2Schools were still operated by religious organisations during this time, but the federal government began to accept a 
responsibility for funding construction and operation of the schools. 
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over 1300 residential schools and residences have been petitioned to be included in this 

agreement (Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada 2012)3.   

 The schools, funded and overseen by the federal government, were operated by 

various religious organisations.  Attendance at school was mandated by the federal 

government in 1920, with threats of fines and imprisonment for the parents of truant 

children, although variably enforced.  For both the students who attended these schools, 

and the family left behind it was a life altering experience.  While attending these schools 

thousands of children died due to poor quality housing and food, overcrowding and the 

rampant spread of disease.  Thousands more underwent physical, sexual, and emotional 

abuse, and neglect.  In addition, their traditional cultures, languages, and family structures 

were suppressed and supplanted.  The traumas experienced at these schools not only 

affected the students, but also their communities and successive generations.  Parents and 

grandparents were removed physically and emotionally from involvement in their 

children’s lives. 

 The assimilationist foundation of the residential schools can be seen in the 

denigrating way in which Aboriginal lifestyles were referred to.  In the majority of schools 

children were banned from speaking their traditional languages, provided with European 

style clothing, and prompted to partake in European activities such as Boy Scouts and Girl 

Guides (Miller 2004).  Additionally, the religious teachings argued against traditional 

spiritualism.  While damaging to Aboriginal identity and tradition, not all children who 

attended Residential School had traumatising or even bad experiences.  Many children 

recount their time at school positively, and many of the religious officials and teachers 

who worked in these schools provided the best care they could for these children (Miller 

2004).   

 By the 1940’s non-Aboriginal support of residential schools began to fall, likely a 

result of the obvious failings of the system, and by 1969 the official policy of residential 

schooling ended (Miller 2004).  At this point, administration of many schools began to be 

transferred into the control of the local Aboriginal groups; many schools were closed and 

others removed their residential components and functioned as day schools.  In some 

locations the schools continued, functioning as government run residences for students 

attending mainstream or band run schools.  The last of these residences closed in 1996. 

                                                        
3
 Only schools which have documented support from the Canadian Government are eligible for inclusion under the 

IRSSA. The exists a large number of schools which were entirely operated and funded through religious organisations 
which, while similar in nature, are not included within the scope of this study. 
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Canada’s current relationship with its Aboriginal people 

 Today, Canada still struggles to reconcile its relationship with its Aboriginal peoples 

and to allow for their legally distinct status while ensuring that such status does not result 

in segregation.  Current issues include: (1) the restitution of the historical treaty rights 

granted to Aboriginal peoples; (2) the negative legacy that colonialism has left Aboriginal 

communities; (3) the insidious racism and colonialist ideals that are still found amongst 

many Canadians and arguably within government policies; and (4) the cultural and political 

differences that exist between and within the myriad of diverse cultures found in Canada. 

 It is outside the scope of this paper to address such issues but there are some 

themes which have implications for the development of heritage making upon sites of 

former residential schools.  The first of these is the political activism which is currently 

found within many Aboriginal groups and communities.  While there is evidence of active 

Aboriginal resistance to oppressive policies throughout the entire residential school 

system by both students and their communities (see for example de Leeuw 2007b; Haig-

Brown 1988), it was not until the 1940’s that Aboriginal communities began to increase 

their representation on the national stage (Miller 2004).  This political activism has had 

many consequences for both Aboriginal communities and the federal government.  One 

result was the transfer of many of the lands and structures that were associated with IRSs 

to the Aboriginal Nations who had once attended them.  Similarly, Aboriginal communities, 

beginning in the 1960s4 began to advocate for self-government and established greater 

control of their communities’ administration, education, and finances (Miller 2004).   Much 

of the movement towards self-governance and community-led development within 

Aboriginal communities is still viewed with much criticism and suspicion by non-

Aboriginals and the federal government.  This is often due to the low standard of living 

within many Aboriginal communities, and a basic misunderstanding of the reasons why 

these standards exist amongst many non-Aboriginal Canadians. 

 Aboriginal populations currently have a lower quality of life than non-Aboriginal 

Canadians.  Aboriginal populations suffer from a lower standard of living, lower 

educational success rates, and higher rates of incarceration.  In 2006, Aboriginal peoples 

comprised 3.8% of Canada’s population but comprised 17-18% of the population recorded 

in the correctional system (Statistics Canada, 2008; Perreault 2009). Suicide rates among 

First Nations youth are five to seven times higher than non-Aboriginal Canadians; Inuit 

                                                        
4
 First Nations did not receive the federal vote until 1960 (Miller 2004) 
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youth suicide rates are some of the highest in the world (Health Canada, 2006).  A 

connection between these social inequalities and the legacy of the residential school 

system has been made by several authors, with much focus being laid on the multi-

generational impacts of this inheritance (Jack 2000; Milloy 1999; Regan 2010): 

Separation of the children unnaturally and geographically from parents had 

a drastic impact.  The structure, cohesion and quality of family life suffered.   

Old production skills tied to the land were lost.  Parenting skills diminished 

as succeeding generations became more Institutionalized and experienced 

little nurturing.  Low self-esteem and self-concept problems arose as 

children were taught their own culture was inferior and uncivilized, even 

‘savage’ (Daily and Martens in Davis 2000, 202). 

 This persistent inequality is the self-fulfilling prophecy of the IRS system, and 

reinforces the colonial belief that Aboriginal people are unable to raise themselves out of 

these conditions without assistance.  It should be noted that there are alternative 

viewpoints regarding how direct the relationship between residential schools and the 

current inequalities between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal Canadians.  For example, 

authors such as Widdowson and Howard (2008) have proposed that current disparities are 

mainly a result of the ‘culture gap’ which existed between Aboriginal groups and 

Europeans at the time of contact.  While Widdowson and Howard (2008) raise important 

issues regarding the limitations which exist for non-Aboriginals to critically comment on 

the accountability of Aboriginal leadership in their management and allocation of funds 

within their communities, their research is firmly situated within colonialist attitudes.   

Reconciliation 

 In 2008 Canadian Prime Minister Steven Harper officially apologised for the IRS 

system and its consequences.  This apology was followed by the establishment of the 

Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada (TRC).  These attempts at redress were in 

addition to the Indian Residential Schools Settlement Act (IRSSA) which had been finalised 

in 2006.   

Although the settlement agreement is not without controversy, it is 

comprehensive in scope and multi-faceted, consisting of the following 

components: monetary reparation in the form of common experience 
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payment awarded to all former students based solely on verification of their 

school attendance; an independent assessment process that adjudicates 

physical and sexual abuse claims and awards financial compensation; a 

health support program for survivors that is administered by Health Canada; 

a commemoration program for memorial projects; and the creation of the 

TRC (Regan 2010, 7). 

 In spite of the systems in place to acknowledge and document survivor experiences 

at a national level there still exists a lack of understanding and knowledge by non-

Aboriginal Canadians.  “The schools, some of which are still standing, remain comfortably 

invisible to Canadians, as do the former inhabitants themselves” (Regan 2010, 6).  

Similarly, Regan (2010) highlights that while the apology states that it aims to ensure that 

the attitudes which resulted in the system should never prevail again these beliefs 

continue in the national heritage myths which espouse peaceful European-Aboriginal 

partnerships.  The lack of knowledge and understanding about Aboriginal and Euro-

Canadian history, especially in terms of public policy has been discussed by Miller (2004) 

where he outlines the reaction of surprise and disbelief by Canadian society when 

Aboriginal individuals and groups have expressed or asserted their rights in ways which 

affect non-Aboriginals.  

 Regan (2010, 6) argues that non-Aboriginals “…must work as Indigenous allies to 

‘restory’ the dominant culture version of history; that is, we must make decolonizing space 

for Indigenous history – counter-narratives of diplomacy, law, and peacemaking practices- 

as told by Indigenous peoples themselves”.  Corntassel et al.’s (2009) counter narrative to 

existing state formed attempts at reconciliation in the form of the IRRSA and TRC 

demonstrates that there is a lack of Aboriginal methodologies towards justice and 

restitution included in these policies.  Corntassel et al. (2009, 143) highlighted that the 

treatment applied to the structures of residential schools may provide one such way in 

which community-based initiatives may “move beyond the TRC mandate toward 

restorying at the family and community levels”.  The community-led demolition of Peake 

Hall, the former dormitory of the Port Alberni IRS, is presented as such an example. 

In the discussion of restorying, Corntassel et al. (2009) raise important issues 

surrounding the mandate of the state developed TRC.  The preamble of the mandate 

states “There is an emerging and compelling desire to put the events of the past behind us 

so that we can work towards a stronger and healthier future…” (Truth and Reconciliation 
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Commission of Canada n.d.).  This wording reinforces a pattern visible with other 

reconciliation commissions where by connecting the negative events with the past it 

“…becomes temporally separate from the present, unchangeable.  This narrows options 

for restitution: we cannot change the past” (Irlbacher-Fox  in Corntassel et al 2009, 144).  

This allows the restitution process to focus on legitimising the present rather than 

addressing former wrongs.  Similarly, the TRC and IRSSA processes are both developed 

heavily within a Western format in which restitution and reconciliation involves a 

component of negating the legal liability which the government holds for past injustices; 

this is particularly evident in the IRSSA with its monetary compensation.  The TRC does 

contain various forms of Aboriginal justice, including truth telling components, and within 

its mandate includes community centred events “designed by communities [to] respond to 

the needs of the former students, their families and those affected by the IRS legacy 

including the special needs of those communities where Indian Residential Schools were 

located” (Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada n.d.). 

Not all Aboriginal communities believe in the benefit of either the IRSSA or the TRC.  

For example, the “Nuu-chah-nulth people view state-centred process as further dividing 

communities – or trapping us in a cycle of ongoing oppression” (Corntassel et al 2009, 

156).  Instead the Nuu-chah-nulth people want to develop their own community centred 

and traditionally grounded solutions for the injustices served.  Regan (2010, 4) while 

acknowledging these views exist towards the TRC, demonstrates that the Commission (she 

is the Director of Research) is attempting to not ‘put the past behind us’ but provide “an 

opening for all Canadians to fundamentally rethink our past and its implications for our 

present and future relations”.  Heritage also then needs to find a place for a restorying of 

the sites significant for Indigenous peoples.  This should be achieved not only through the 

inclusion of significant sites within existing heritage frameworks, but through a 

reinterpretation of what constitutes heritage, so as to accept the processes through which 

Aboriginal communities attempt to reconcile this difficult history.    
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Chapter 4 – Methodology 

 This chapter outlines the research methods used to document the treatment 

strategies applied to the sites and structures of former Indian Residential Schools.  The 

methodology for this research evolved dynamically in response to unforeseen limitations 

and barriers, discussed below.  Originally, the research intended to focus on a singular 

example of site and structure reuse, that of the Kamloops IRS.  Due to external factors that 

limited access to this information the format was widened to investigate all treatment 

strategies applied to IRSSA identified IRS sites since closure.  This change in focus altered 

the emphasis from a) one based primarily on the emotional reaction of surviving students 

to the adaptive reuse of a former school structure to b) a national survey of all of the IRS 

sites to identify existing themes in how the structures and sites have been used, altered, 

marked and destroyed by the communities once negatively impacted by them.  This 

methodology, designed and tested for the Canadian IRS example, provides an example of 

how regional studies of building types/site may be conducted when specific and detailed 

information may prove inaccessible or for locations where differentiation between site 

landscapes and site structures may need to be made. 

Data gathering and description 

 The data gathering methodology for establishing the current status of IRS sites was 

done primarily through searching previously published, online IRS research.  While there 

has been no direct study similar to the one being undertaken, cursory information pulled 

from research on other IRS topics provided a basic data set from which to work.  

Additional information on the sites was gathered through archival documents, newspaper 

reports, and through direct contact with the heritage institutions within the communities 

where these sites existed or the nearest Aboriginal Nation.  Data was collected regarding 

the presence of extant structures and their current condition and included any available 

information regarding the evolution of treatment strategies applied to them from their 

closure to present day.  It was felt that the process by which these communities addressed 

these structures and sites should not be viewed as a singular event, but as a process.   

Foote (2003) has documented how the passage of time, especially for sites associated with 

trauma, will impact how communities are affected by and chose to interact with a site and, 

therefore, it was deemed important to include this data within the study.   
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 Research was not only limited to the IRS associated structure(s) but also included 

the immediate landscape in which it is/was located (defined in the coding as ‘sites’).  Many 

of the southern residential schools included an agricultural component in both their design 

and educational curriculum and, as a result, many of the structures have surrounding lands 

which retain association with them (Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada 1996).  

In order to address differing strategies applied to both structures and to the immediate 

landscape in which they were/are located and to increase the clarity and usability of the 

data table separate coding systems were established.  ‘Structure coding’ refers to the main 

structures of residential schools, the main classroom buildings and residences.  Four main 

strategies were identified regarding structures: demolishment, reuse, vacant, and 

unknown; where applicable, additional qualifying strategies were identified to provide 

supplementary information regarding these main codes.  ‘Site coding’ refers to the 

immediate landscape in which structures either continue or used to sit; strategies 

identified include: use, marked, vacant and unknown.  Elsewhere in this research, unless 

otherwise noted, when the term site is used it refers to both any existing structures and 

the immediate landscape.  Where there has been a change in strategy applied to either a 

site or structure through the period since closure all applicable codes will be included 

within the entry. 

 An additional ‘outside party’ code was developed which establishes that the 

treatment strategy applied was not done by the affected Aboriginal community, but by an 

outside group.  It is important to note, that the ‘outside group’ may still value and perceive 

significance, positive or negative, of the structures and sites for its association with the IRS 

system, but for the purposes of this study is considered outside because they were not the 

directly negatively affected party.  For instances where treatment strategies were 

developed through cooperation or partnership between Aboriginal and outside groups, 

this coding was not applied.  Table 1 provides a legend for the codes applied to the results 

presented in the following chapter. 

 In addition to the current status of the schools, where possible, research was 

conducted to investigate how these strategies were viewed by surviving students to 

determine if the premise that these strategies offered forms of reconciliation was 

validated.  The original research plan involved conducting personal interviews with 

surviving students who had attended the Kamloops IRS.  This plan was discarded due to 

difficulties finding research subjects within the time constraints and cultural protocols 
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dictated by the project itself.  Research involving interviewing Aboriginal participants 

requires both band approval and an adherence to appropriate cultural protocols which can 

often be an extended process.  While band approval was secured, internal events at the 

Tk’emlups Indian Band did not allow for the identification of research subjects within the 

time constraints available for this research.  A revised methodology was determined which 

used online video-taped interviews, anecdotal evidence from newspaper reports and 

published transcribed interviews to gain  viewpoints of how these strategies affected 

continuing trauma or reconciliation of painful memories.  These provide examples of how 

treatment strategies have affected former students and their communities but are 

designed to be anecdotal rather than representative of the majority of surviving students 

or Aboriginal individuals.  The results of this portion of the research are included within the 

discussion of Chapter 6. 
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Table 1. Data Coding Classifications 

 Main Strategies Qualifying strategies 

Structure coding Demolishment (D)  
 

Ceremonial (i) 

• The removal of negative associated structures 
through a commemorative/ceremonial 
process. 

Fire (ii) 

• Due to the high percentage of structure 
destroyed by fire, a unique code was 
established for these. Does not apply to 
structures which were burned as a part of 
code (i) and makes no reference to why or by 
whom these structures were burned. 

Deteriorating quality (iii) 

• Structures were demolished owing to their 
unsafe or dilapidated state. 

Unknown/Unclassifiable/Insufficient data (iv) 

 Reuse (R) Adaptive (v) 

• Useable features of the structure(s) are 
retained and modifying for continuing use. 

Commemorative (vi) 

• Structure(s) are reused for a purpose of 
commemorating the IRS system, or for 
maintaining cultural or spiritual traditions.  
This includes the establishment of museums or 
cultural centres within the structures. 

 Vacant (V) 

• Refers to a period where 
structures were neither 
being reused, nor 
demolished. May be 
intermittent or continuing. 

 

 Unknown (U) 

• Insufficient data to make a 
classification. 

 

Site Coding Use (S) Replacement (vii) 

• New structures have been erected over where 
prior IRS structures once stood. 

Development (viii) 

• IRS structures are retained, but additional 
structures have been erected around it. 

Ceremonial (ix) 

• Site continues to be used in a commemorative 
or spiritual fashion. 

Unknown/Unclassifiable/Insufficient data (x) 

 Marked (M) Designation (xi) 
• Marked as a historic resource by regional, 

provincial, or national heritage body. 
Commemoration (xii) 

• Commemorative marking placed by the 
affected community(s). 

 Vacant (V) 

• Refers to a period where no 
structures continue to exist, 
and the landscape has 
neither been used nor 
developed. 

 

 Unknown (U) 

• Insufficient data to make 
classification. 

 

Additional codes Other party (O) 
Site or structure(s) under the 
responsibility of a non-Aboriginal 
party. 
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Limitations 

 While every attempt was made to corroborate data regarding classification of IRS 

structures and sites, this was not always available.  Likewise, while attempts were made to 

establish the credibility of internet sources, some claims were not used due to 

inconsistencies found.  It should be noted that the operating dates for the schools listed 

may not correlate directly with those identified by the IRSSA.  Schools were often started 

as small boarding facilities before more permanent and expanded facilities were created; 

many were started by religious organisations before being incorporated within the 

federally managed and funded IRS system.  Additionally, many schools moved or changed 

names, and some were used intermittently. Many communities had more than one 

residential school, each operated by competing religious denominations, therefore, 

ensuring that records reflect the correct school, or identifying which schools are included 

within the IRSSA was difficult.  Schools also were often amalgamated and transferred 

gradually to the administration of the Aboriginal community in which they were located 

and thus, determining end dates was not always possible; conflicting and inconsistent 

dates of closure were found for the majority of schools. 

 Identification of the current status of many former IRS sites was difficult due to 

their unclear location.  While many of the sites are identified by the closest community to 

which they were situated in available literature, there is often a lack of specific locational 

information, which compounded by the remote nature of many of these communities and 

the resulting poor resolution of Google Earth resolution, made identification of extant 

structures difficult.  In addition, many structures have not been preserved often due to 

their wooden construction, or in the case of more northerly schools impermanent tent 

camp assembly, and while sites may be visible to former students and teachers, they are 

unidentifiable to outside observers.  Site visits to each school location were not feasible 

due to the size and timeframe of this research project, but should be completed if further 

study is to continue in order to ensure the accuracy of this information.  Similar concerns 

have been highlighted by the Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada who noted 

that undertaking similar research was  

…problematic for a number of reasons: the physical resources are located in 

isolated communities; individual band officials may not find inquires of 

compelling local interest and cooperation in determining current status may 
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be sporadic.  In addition, government records relating to these buildings do 

not cover the period after their transfer to outside [non-Governmental] 

agencies…”(Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada 1997). 

For these reasons and others discussed in Chapter 6, while the need for documentation of 

existing IRS structures has been noted as early as 1996, there has been no similar study 

produced at this time. 

Cultural Considerations 

 Increasing academic research highlights the connection between material culture 

and memory (see Chapter 2) but inherent in the approach to this topic is the assumption 

that the Aboriginal people view this relationship in the same way Western societies do.  

This may not be correct.  For example, the Nuu-chah-nulth peoples use the haa-huu-pah 

described as “teaching stories or sacred living histories that solidify ancestral and 

contemporary connections to place” (Corntassel et al. 2009, 137).  The traditional Western 

relationship between memory and materiality is often equated with the ‘reading’ of our 

past in place and space.  Aboriginal people’s history is an oral and, therefore, social, rather 

than written tradition, and thus the way in which they retrieve memory may rest less in 

their interactions with place, and more in their interactions with others.  This is supported 

by Connerton (1989) who argues that collective memory resides less in materiality and 

more in the bodily acts of normative behaviours, rites and performances.  Culturally 

specific notions of time may also play a part in differing approaches to interactions with 

material culture.   

 There are also concerns surrounding the use of published interviews as a main data 

source without the knowledge or approval of the original interviewee.  The concerns 

include unknowingly misrepresenting or misunderstanding comments through 

interpretation.  There is also a concern of perpetuating insidious forms of colonialism 

through the research.  This research is written from the point of view of a non-Aboriginal 

and, as a result, there is the possibility of unknowingly continuing colonialist beliefs.   
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Chapter 5 – Results 

 This chapter provides the results achieved through the data collection, which 

undertaken to document the strategies applied to, and current status of, former IRS sites 

and structures, will identify any consistencies or recurring themes that are present.  This 

chapter begins by providing a distribution map for the location of IRS sites across the 

country (Figure 1) and is followed by a summary table providing concise and usable results 

from the methodology proposed in the former chapter (Table 2).  The complete table with 

supporting information used to apply each coding classification can be found in Appendix 

A.  Schools have been ordered alphabetically within each province.  Following the table, a 

selection of case studies are presented; these examples provide an in depth description of 

strategies developed by various Aboriginal communities as attempts to create and 

redefine a difficult history.  
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Figure 1. Distribution map of Indian Residential Schools across Canada. 

Image courtesy of www.aandc-aandc.gc.ca
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Table 2. Results data 

Residential School 

name 

Location Closure 

date 

Structure Coding Site Coding 

Assumption Assumption, Alberta 1970 U U 

Blue Quills St. Paul, Alberta  R – v  S – viii 

Crowfoot Cluny, Alberta 1968 U U 

Desmarais Desmarais-Wabasca, 
Alberta 

1973 U U 

Edmonton St. Albert, Alberta 1957 R – v;  

D – ii 

S – vii;  

 

Ermineskin Hobbema, Alberta 1973 R – v (O);  

R – v; 

D – iv 

S –  vii 

Fort Vermillion Fort Vermillion, 
Alberta 

1967 U U 

Grouard Grouard, Alberta 1961 Main structure: U; 

 

Residence: R – v, vi 

(O) 

S – viii (O) 

Holy Angels Fort Chipewyan, 
Alberta 

1974 D – iv M – xii 

Joussard Joussard, Alberta 1969 U U 

Lac la Biche Lac la Biche, Alberta 1898 D – iv M – xi 

Lesser Slave Lake Lesser Slave Lake, 
Alberta 

1932 U U 

Morley Morley, Alberta 1969 U U 

Old Sun Gleichen, Alberta 1971 R – v  S – x 

Sacred Heart Brocket, Alberta Unknown U U 

Sarcee T’suu Tina, Alberta 1922 R – v (O) S – x 

St. Albert Youville, Alberta 1949 D – iv (O) S – vii (O) 

St. Augustine Smoky River, Alberta 1950 D – iii M – xi 

St. Cyprian’s Brocket, Peigan 
Reserve, Alberta 

1961 U U 

St. John’s Wabasca, Alberta 1966 U U 

St. Joseph’s High River, Alberta Unknown U U 

St. Mary’s Cardston, Alberta 1971 R – v  S – x  

St. Paul’s Cardston, Alberta 1975 R – v  S – x  

Sturgeon Lake Calais, Alberta 1961 D – iv S – x (O) 

Whitefish Lake Whitefish Lake, 
Alberta 

1950 U U 

Ahousaht Ahousaht (Flores 
Island), British 
Columbia 

1940 D – ii U 

Alberni Port Alberni, British 
Columbia 

1972/3 Main structure: U; 

 

Residence: R – v;  

D – i 

 

S – viii; 

M – xii 

Anahim Lake 
Dormitory 

Anahim Lake, British 
Columbia 

 U U 

Cariboo Williams Lake, British 
Columbia 

 R – v; 

V; 

D – iv 

U 

Christie Old School: 
Kakawis, Meares 
Island, British 
Columbia 
 
New School: Tofino, 
British Columbia 

Old school: 
1973 
 
 
 
New school: 
1983 

Old School: 

D – ii; 

 

 

 

New School: 

D - iv 

Old School: 

S – x; 

 

 

 

New School: 

S - vii 

Coqualeetza Chilliwack/Sardis, 
British Columbia 

1939-41 R – v (O);  

D – ii; (partly); 

R – v 

S – viii 
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Residential School 

name 

Location Closure 

date 

Structure Coding Site Coding 

Cranbrook Cranbrook, British 
Columbia 

1970 V; 

R – v;  

R – vi  

S – viii, ix; 

M – xii 

Kamloops Kamloops, British 
Columbia 

1980 R – v; 

R – vi   

S – viii, ix; 

M – xii  

Kitimaat Kitimaat, British 
Columbia 

1941 U U 

Kuper Island Kuper Island, British 
Columbia 

 D – iv  U 

Lejac Fraser Lake, British 
Columbia 

1976 D – iv (O) S – ix; 

M – xii 

Lower Post Lower Post, British 
Columbia 

1975 School partly  

D – iv and partly R 

– v 

S – x 

Port Simpson Port Simpson, British 
Columbia 

1948 U U 

Sechelt Sechelt, British 
Columbia 

1975 D –i;  

D – ii  

S – vii (O) 

S – vii  

St. George Lytton, British 
Columbia 

1979 D – ii S – vii 

St. Mary's Mission, British 
Columbia 

1961 D – iii (O)? S – x (O)?; 

M – xi, xii 

St. Michael's Alert Bay, British 
Columbia 

1974 R – v, vi; 

V 

S – viii, ix 

St. Paul's  North Vancouver, 
British Columbia 

 D – iv (O) S – vii (O) 

Assiniboia Winnipeg, Manitoba 1972 School: 

R – v (O) ; 

 

Dorms: 

D – iv (O) 

S – vii (O) 

Birtle Birtle, Manitoba 1972 Old School: D – iv;  

 

New School:  

R – v;  

V 

V 

Brandon Brandon, Manitoba 1969 (or 
1972) 

V;  

D – iv 

V 

Churchill Vocational 
Centre 

Churchill, Manitoba 1973 U U 

Cross Lake Cross Lake, Manitoba 1942 U U 

Dauphin Dauphin, Manitoba 1988 R – v (O) S – x (O) 

Elkhorn Elkhorn, Manitoba 1919-1922 D – iv V; 

M – xii 

Fort Alexander Fort Alexander, 
Manitoba 

1970 U U 

Guy Hill The Pas, Manitoba 1974 D – iv S - ix 

MacKay The Pas, Manitoba 1933 D – ii S – ix, x 

Norway House United 
Church 

Norway House, 
Manitoba 

1967 U U 

Notre Dame Hostel Norway House, 
Manitoba 

Unknown U U 

Pine Creek Camperville, Manitoba 1969 D – iv U 

Portage la Prairie Portage la Prairie, 
Manitoba 

1975 R – v S – x; 

M – xi; 

M – xii (proposed) 

Sandy Bay Marius, Manitoba 1970 D – ii U 

Akaitcho Hall Yellowknife, NWT 1994 U U 

All Saints Aklavik, NWT 1959 U U 

Bompas Hall Fort Simpson, NWT 1969 R – v S – viii 

Breynat Hall Fort Smith, NWT Unknown R – v D – viii 
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Residential School 

name 

Location Closure 

date 

Structure Coding Site Coding 

Federal Hostel at Fort 
Franklin 

Déline, NWT Unknown U U 

Fleming Hall Fort McPherson, NWT 1969 U U 

Grandin College Fort Smith, NWT 1985 Boys residence:  

R – v (O)?; 

 

Girls residence:  

D – iv 

S – viii 

Grollier Hall Inuvik, NWT 1996 U U 

Hay River Hay River, NWT 1937 U U 

Immaculate 
Conception 

Aklavik, NWT 1952 U U 

Lapointe Hall Fort Simpson, NWT Unknown R – v; 

D – i 

V 

Sacred Heart Fort Providence, NWT 1960 D – iv M – xii 

Stringer Hall Inuvik, NWT 1970 
(possibly 
longer) 

U U 

St. Joseph’s Fort Resolution, NWT  U U 

Shubenacadie Shubenacadie, Nova 
Scotia 

1967 D - ii S – vii (O); 

S – ix  

Chesterfield Inlet Chesterfield Inlet, 
Nunavut 

1970 R – v; 

D – iv 

S – vii  

Federal Tent Hostel at 
Coppermine 

Kugluktuk, Nunavut 1959 n/a U 

Federal Hostel at 
Baker Lake 

Qamani’tuaq, Nunavut Unknown U U 

Federal Hostel at 
Belcher Islands 

Sanikiluaq, Nunavut Unknown U U 

Federal Hostel at 
Broughton Island 

Qikiqtarjuaq, Nunavut Unknown U U 

Federal Hostel at 
Cambridge Bay 

Cambridge Bay, 
Nunavut 

Unknown U U 

Federal Hostel at Cape 
Dorset 

Kinngait, Nunavut Unknown U U 

Federal Hostel at 
Eskimo Point 

Arviat, Nunavut Unknown U U 

Federal Hostel at 
Frobisher Bay 

Iqaluit, Nunavut Unknown R – v U 

Federal Hostel at 
Igloolik 

Igloolik/Iglulik, 
Nunavut 

Unknown U U 

Federal Hostel at Lake 
Harbour 

Kimmirut, Nunavut Unknown U U 

Federal Hostel at 
Pangnirtung 

Pangnirtung/Panniqtu
uq, Nunavut 

Unknown U U 

Federal Hostel at Pond 
Inlet 

Mittimatalik, Nunavut Unknown U U 

Bishop Horden Hall Moose Island, Ontario 1969 U U 

Cecilia Jeffrey Kenora, Ontario 
 

1966 U U 

Chapleau Chapleau, Ontario 1948 D – iv (O) U 

Cristal Lake High 
School 

Cristal Lake, Ontario 
 

1986 
 

U U 

Fort Frances Fort Frances, Ontario 1974 U U 

Fort William Fort William, Ontario 1966 D – iv (O?) S – vii (O) 

McIntosh McIntosh, Ontario 1969 U U 

Mohawk Institute Brantford, Ontario 1971 R - v S – viii, ix; 

M - xi 

Mount Elgin Munceytown, Ontario 1946 D – iv M – xii  

Pelican Lake Sioux Lookout, Ontario 1978 D – iv S – vii  

Poplar Hill Poplar Hill, Ontario 1991 D – iv V 
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Residential School 

name 

Location Closure 

date 

Structure Coding Site Coding 

Shingwauk Sault Ste. Marie, 
Ontario 

1970 R – v  P – viii (O); 

M - xi 

St. Anne’s Fort Albany, Ontario  R – v; 

D – ii 

U 

St. Mary’s Kenora, Ontario 1962 U U 

Spanish Boys School Spanish, Ontario 1958 D – iv V; 

M - xii 

Spanish Girls School Spanish, Ontario 1958 R – v (O); 

D – ii 

V 

Stirland Lake High 
School/Wahbon Bay 
Academy 

Stirland Lake, Ontario 1991 U U 

Wawanosh Home Sault Ste. Marie, 
Ontario 

1892 U U 

Amos Amos, Québec 1965 U U 

Federal Hostel at 
George River 

Kangirsualujjuaq, 
Québec 

Unknown U U 

Federal Hostel at Great 
Whale River 

Kuujjuaraapik/ 
Whapmagoostui, 
Québec 

Unknown U U 

Federal Hostel at 
Payne Bay 

Kangirsuk, Québec Unknown U U 

Federal Hostel at Port 
Harrison 

Inukjuak, Québec 1969 U U 

Fort George Fort George, Québec 1975 U U 

Fort George Fort George, Québec 1952 U U 

Fort George Hostels Fort George, Québec Unknown U U 

La Turque La Turque, Québec 1978 V (O); 

D – iii (O) 

U 

Pointe Bleue Pointe Blueu, Québec 1965 U U 

Sept- Îles Sept- Îles, Québec 1967 U U 

Battleford Industrial 
School 

Battleford, 
Saskatchewan 

1914 R – v (O); 

D – ii 

M – xi 

Beauval Beauval, 
Saskatchewan 

1983 R – v; 

D - i 

U 

Cote Improved Federal 
Day School 

Kamsack, 
Saskatchewan 

1940 U U 

Crowstand Kamsack, 
Saskatchewan 

1913 U U 

File Hills Balcarres, 
Saskatchewan 

1949 D – iv  U 

Fort Pelly Fort Pelly, 
Saskatchewan 

Unknown U U 

Gordon’s Punnichy, 
Saskatchewan 

1996 D – iv (O) S – vii  

Lebret Lebret, Saskatchewan 1996 D – iv U 

Marieval Grayson, 
Saskatchewan 

1975 U U 

Muscowequan Lestock, Saskatchewan 1981 U U 

Prince Albert Prince Albert, 
Saskatchewan 

1982 R – v; 

D – iv 

S – vii, viii 

Regina Regina, Saskatchewan Unknown U U 

Round Lake Stockholm, 
Saskatchewan 

1974 U U 

St. Anthony’s Onion Lake, 
Saskatchewan 

1968 D – iv U 

St. Michael’s Duck Lake, 
Saskatchewan 

1964 U U 

St. Philip’s Kamsack, 
Saskatchewan 

Unknown U U 
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Residential School 

name 

Location Closure 

date 

Structure Coding Site Coding 

Sturgeon Landing Sturgeon Landing, 
Saskatchewan 

1952 U U 

Thunderchild Delmas, Saskatchewan 1948 D – ii U 

Carcross Carcross, Yukon 1969 R – v U 

Coudert Hall Whitehorse, Yukon Unknown U U 

Shingle Point Shingle Point, Yukon 1936 U M - xi 

St. Paul’s Hostel Dawson City, Yukon 1952 U U 

Whitehorse Baptist Whitehorse, Yukon 1962 D – iv U 

Yukon Hall Whitehorse, Yukon 1965 R – v; 

D – i 

U 

The quantity and quality of information regarding post-closure use of these 

structures varies dramatically by location and affiliated religious organisation.  Information 

was generally available for Anglican run schools, as well as those that were located in 

British Columbia and Manitoba, due to the accessibility of previously gathered data by 

church, heritage, and survivor societies.  There was a lack of information about the 

federally run hostels of Nunavut.  Within this territory, buildings were generally 

constructed of pre-fabricated materials and often were not designed to withstand the 

harsh environment for as long as the more substantial school constructions seen in the 

south.  Attempts were made to contact both Aboriginal and heritage organisations within 

communities where an IRS existed and publicly available information was limited; 

response gathered from direct communication with communities was extremely limited, 

with a greater number of heritage institutions responding than Aboriginal groups. 

Of the 139 schools identified for inclusion in this study, information leading to code 

classification was only available for 50% (70) of the structures; Coppermine Tent Hostel 

was excluded from the site calculation because it never included permanent structures.  

Information leading to site classification was available for 38% (54) of the sites.   

For two entries, the Christie IRS in British Columbia and Birtle IRS in Manitoba, two 

school locations were identified.  The Christie IRS was moved to Tofino during its 

operation, and the Birtle IRS was rebuilt during its operation, within the same site, but 

offset from the original foundations.  Information was available for both new and old sites 

and, therefore, both have been included; in these instances each location was weighted as 

its own entry in percentage calculations.  Additionally, many schools consisted, in addition 

to the main classroom building, of separate dormitories, and various auxiliary outbuildings.  

For the purposes of usability and because consistent identification of auxiliary structures 

was difficult, only main school structures and residence buildings were included for coding, 
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where possible, as these were the imposing monumental structures that are symbolic of 

the IRS system.  Four entries: Grouard, Alberni, Assiniboia, and Grandin include 

information which differentiates between main and dormitory school structures.  In each 

of these instances entries were counted together. 

Those school structures and sites with treatments with the other party (O) 

designation will not be discussed within this research as it is concerned with how directly 

affected communities choose to address the structures associated with violence and 

trauma.  While the other parties may include involved communities, particularly the 

religious organisations and the governments who were the effecting groups, they are not 

considered to be negatively affected and therefore not included within the research 

results.  For those structures and sites which have multiple entries owing from a change in 

control of the site, those treatments with only (O) designation entries were removed from 

percentage calculations.  If ownership or control of a structure/site was unclear an (O)? 

designation was added and it was assumed to be under other party control. 12 structures 

were whole coded wholly with the (O) designation, and 8 of the sites. These were removed 

from classifiable structure calculations unless otherwise noted. 

There are particular themes that arise through the study of this summary table.  

For those structures where information was available the predominant form of strategy 

applied was adaptive reuse; 47% (27) of classifiable structures had been adapted for reuse 

for at least a portion of time.  A small portion of the reused structures included a 

commemorative component as well.  Sixty-one percent (43) of classifiable structures were 

destroyed1, generally for unknown reasons although 12% (5) of all destroyed buildings 

were done so in a ceremonial manner.  Of classifiable structures 31% (18) had more than 

one classification attached, demonstrating the dynamic nature with which communities 

addressed them. 

Similarly, 24% (11) of sites had multiple entries.  Of these entries 61% (28) show 

some form of continued use, with a development being the most common form, although 

relatively equal levels of development, replacement, and ceremonial use were found.  

Twenty-two (10) percent of sites for which site classification was possible showed some 

form of commemorative marking placed on the site, with one additional proposed.  The 

                                                        
1 Destruction percentage calculations included other Party (O) entries as there was almost no information 
regarding why or by whom these fires were started, although there were multiple anecdotal comments that 
fires were started by prior students who wanted the buildings destroyed. 
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number of structures and sites that have been left continuously vacant since their closure 

is particularly low, demonstrating the involved nature that many Aboriginal communities 

have had in establishing strategies to address these structures and sites. 

Case studies 

The case studies provided below illustrate, in greater detail, the variety of ways in 

that Aboriginal communities have addressed and treated the former IRS sites and 

structures. While it was difficult to establish representative examples of the data set, due 

to the large amount of variability, and the dynamic nature of the strategies apparent 

within the data, the examples presented show several recurring themes which correlate 

with topics presented in Chapter 2.  These themes include the ceremonial destruction and 

adaptive reuse of structures, the development and commemorative marking of sites, and 

the dynamic process by which these strategies are applied. 

The selection of sites discussed below was done primarily because of the 

completeness and quality of information that was available for them.  Not only was there a 

greater amount of information regarding the treatment(s) applied to the structures and 

sites, but there was also information regarding why these decisions were made, and in 

some instances how they were, and are, perceived by surviving students, discussed further 

in Chapter 6.  The selection of case studies was limited to those within the province of 

British Columbia due to the availability of information, the accessibility to individuals and 

sites relative to the author’s location, and to demonstrate the variability visible within a 

limited geographical area. 

Port Alberni IRS 

Structure code: Reuse – adaptive; Demolishment - ceremonial 

Site code: Use – redevelopment, ceremonial 

 The Port Alberni IRS had a particularly high incidence of abuse suffered by former 

students and participated, along with Kamloops, in the first class action lawsuit against the 

federal government and churches for abuse and injustices undergone at residential 

schools (Codlin 2012).  Upon its closure as a school the site was transferred into the 

responsibility of Tseshaht First Nation who reused the dormitory structure for their 

administration offices and renamed it Peake Hall.  No data could be located regarding the 

main school structure, and no historical images of either the main building or dormitory 

were identified.  Auxiliary structures associated with the school, such as the separate 
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gymnasium, were also reused for community purposes.  In 2007, a newly built 

administration centre was opened for the Tseshaht First Nation and the former school 

became vacant in preparation for its destruction.  The structure’s destruction began on 

Feb 10, 2009, when a ceremony was held for and by former students who were 

encouraged to share stories of their time at the school, and who were later allowed to 

begin the destruction process themselves (Winks 2009).  

‘It's going to be a defacing of it, people knocking the planks off themselves, 

and then we'll have a fire for them to throw them on and they'll burn their 

bad memories,’ said Willard Gallic, a spokesman for the Tseshaht First 

Nation. ‘We're going to have a fire on the side and they're going to burn the 

piece of wood they knocked off and do whatever they do, say a prayer or 

whatever. Whoever wants to do it can’ (News Services 2009). 

The full demolition of the building was completed some weeks later (Winks 2009).  

Once the dormitory was demolished two auxiliary IRS structures remained (Codlin 

2012, Winks 2010).  In 2010 a totem pole was raised adjacent to these structures on the 

site were the former dormitory had stood (Figure 2).  The pole was designed to 

commemorate the work of a former student Art Thompson, who had been instrumental in 

bringing abusers to justice (Winks 2010). The site has also been the location for a TRC 

gathering of statements which occurred in one of the remaining auxiliary structures in 

2012 (Codlin 2012).  While this was not coded as a commemorative use because of a lack 

of information regarding perceptions of those gathered on the site there exists a strong 

possibility it was viewed as such by former students.  
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Figure 2. Raising of totem pole on site of former Port Alberni Residential School dormitory.   

Image courtesy of Alberni Valley Times. 
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St. Eugene IRS 

Structure code: Vacant, Reuse – adaptive, commemorative 

Site code: Use – development 

 
Figure 3. St. Eugene Mission Resort in 2009, post renovations. Rear view of building showing golf course development.  

Photo courtesy of www.aandc-aandc.gc.ca 

St. Eugene provides one of the strongest examples of adaptive reuse at a former 

IRS site.  It is also the school for which there exists a large amount of existing scholarship 

regarding its alteration, reuse and the attempts to have it designated as a National 

Heritage Site of Canada.  The existing structure was originally built in 1912, to replace a 

previous industrial school structure, and closed in 1970 (Historic Sites and Monuments 

Board of Canada 1996).  Once closed the responsibility for the main school building 

structure, associated outbuildings and 125.25 hectares of land was transferred to the 

control of the Ktunaxa-Kinbasket First Nation Tribal Council. 

  The building was leased in the early 1970’s by the provincial government under the 

premise of redeveloping the structure into a government run mental health facility.  The 

redevelopment progressed as far as stripping the building of its internal features before 

being abandoned (Canadian Public Access Channel 2011).  “The following winter the pipes 

burst and the building suffered severe damage from internal flooding” (St. Eugene Resort 

and Casino, 2010).  A small portion of the building was used by the Ktunaxa/Kinbasket 

Tribal Council between 1972 and 1980 as administrative offices but the majority of the 

building stood vacant.  Additionally, the school’s associated chapel was restored in 1984 
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and reused as a museum to house and display items from the school and mission’s history 

(Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada 1996). 

For the majority of the time since closure the school sat vacant, or near to, while 

the Ktunaxa-Kinbasket First Nation Tribal Council attempted to come to a consensus about 

what to do with the structure.   A decision was made in 1994 to reuse the structure based 

on the vision of Elder Mary Paul who expressed that “since it was within the St. Eugene’s 

Mission that the culture of the Kootenay Indian was taken away, it should be within that 

building that it’s returned” (de Leeuw 2007a, 310).  The structure was reimagined as the 

St. Eugene’s Resort and Casino, which it currently operates as.  The decision to redevelop 

the structure came about through a two year community consultation and internal 

marketing process (Canadian Public Access Channel 2011). The original structure, while 

having undergone major renovations, aesthetically, is still recognisable as the previous 

residential school (see Figure 3).  This redevelopment took on various forms.  An 18-hole 

golf course, developed on the agricultural land surrounding the main school building, was 

opened in May of 2000 (Figure 4) (St. Eugene Resort and Casino 2010).  Following this, a 

purpose built casino opened in 2002.  Finally, the 125 room hotel in the renovated IRS 

building opened in 2003 (St. Eugene Resort and Casino 2010).  Within the lower level of 

the original school building is the Ktunaxa-Kinbasket Cultural Interpretive Centre which  

 

Figure 4. St. Eugene Resort, Casino and Golf Course ariel view.  

The red roofed building is the former residential school.  Directly north is the purpose built casino.  

Image courtesy of Google Earth. 
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provides interpretation about both the residential school experience, and about the 

Ktunaxa’s past and current culture (St. Eugene Resort and Casino 2010; de Leeuw 2007a).  

This centre is open to visitors and hotel guests.  Additionally, “references to residential 

schooling are visible throughout the resort” (de Leeuw 2007a, 311).   

The former school now provides jobs to over 250 individuals, of whom at least 25% 

are First Nations (Ktunaxa Nation 2005) and as the St. Eugene website states, “is the only 

project in Canada where a First Nation has decided to turn the icon of an often sad period 

of its history into a powerful economic engine by restoring an old Indian Residential school 

into an international destination Resort for future generations to enjoy” (St. Eugene Resort 

and Casino 2010). 

The Ktunaxa-Kinbasket First Nation nominated the property for inclusion on the list 

of National Historic Sites and Monuments of Canada in 1996.  The Historic Sites and 

Monuments Board of Canada (HSMBC) rejected the nomination due to lack of information 

regarding extant residential schools sites within the country. The Board has stated that it is 

willing to reconsider the property once more information is available (Historic Sites and 

Monuments Board 1996). 

Kamloops IRS 

Structure Code: Reuse – adaptive, commemorative 

Site Code: Use – development, ceremonial; Marked - commemorative 

 

Figure 5. Kamloops IRS 2012. Powwow grounds in foreground.  

Image courtesy of the author. 

The Kamloops IRS provides another compelling example of the reuse of former 

school structures and the development of the surrounding site.  The former Kamloops IRS 

main school structure (pictured in the centre of Figure 5, and originally constructed in 

1923) has been adapted for a various set of uses, including as band administration office, 
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as community space, a community college, and a day care.   This reuse has resulted in little 

alteration to the outside aesthetic appearance of the structure, and the internal floor 

layout has been mostly maintained.  Later additions to the school (Figure, 5, pictured on 

the far right) constructed in the 1950’s have also been converted into the Secwepemc 

Museum.   The Secwepemc Museum, not only provides interpretation about the Kamloops 

IRS experience, but also that of the Cariboo IRS as both of these schools resided in 

traditional Secwepemc territories and affected many members of this First Nation.  

Additionally, it provides education and interpretation about past and present Secwepemc 

culture.  The previous school orchard has been converted to a heritage park which 

highlights pre-contact Secwepemc culture.  The landscape of the Kamloops IRS site has 

also been dramatically redeveloped (Figure 6).  Powwow grounds have been constructed 

in the immediate vicinity where cultural traditions, such as dancing, are continued in the 

shadow of the former school.  These grounds now host the Kamloops powwow, one of the 

largest celebrations of First Nations cultures within Western Canada.   In addition, the 

Tk’emlups Indian Band has also recently completed the construction of a community run 

elementary school and developed additional land into a housing development which 

houses not only band members but services the larger Kamloops community. 

 

Figure 6. Ariel view of Kamloops IRS site, with original structure and site expansion marked. 

 Image courtesy of Google Earth. 
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The importance of this site to the Tk’emlups Indian Band, and to the larger Secwepemc 

First Nation2 is not only due to its history as a residential school site, as this location was 

the site of a Secwepemc winter camp well before European contact.  On the grounds of 

the site, the archaeological remains of pre-contact pit houses are still visible within the 

Secwepemc Heritage Park.   

 Situated directly in front of the residential school buildings a commemorative 

monument has been erected.  The inscription reads: 

This monument is dedicated to honor all survivors from the Secwepemc 

bands who attended the Kamloops Residential School; who all suffered the 

genocide period in the history of the Kamloops Indian Residential School; 

and to honor all survivors who are not with us today, but are with us in 

spirit. 

The reuse and development of this site has had a multi-level effect on the 

Tk’emlups Indian Band.  It has provided the band with an economic and political base.  

According to their website, this reuse along with development of the adjacent reserve 

lands, has “…created over 200 direct jobs, generated $200 million in regional economic 

activity, and pioneered the development of Indian property taxation authority” (Tk’emlups 

Indian Band 2012).  A long term community use plan has been developed for the site of 

the former school, now called the Chief Louis Centre.  This plan calls for the future 

demolishment and replacement of the residential school building (see Figure 7).  No 

information was available regarding the time frame or style of destruction which may take 

place for this structure. 

                                                        
2 The Secwepemc First Nation is made up of 17 separate Bands, of which one is the Tk’emlups Indian Band. 
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Figure 7. Map showing proposed community development plan of the Chief Louis Centre. 

Image courtesy of www.true.ca. 

St. Michael’s (Alert Bay) IRS 

Structure Code: Reuse – adaptive, commemorative; Vacant  

Site Code: Use – expansion 

 

Figure 8. St. Michael's IRS c. 2003.  

Photo courtesy of www.wikipedia.org 
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St. Michaels was acquired by the Namgis First Nation in 1975 and renamed Namgis 

House in 2003 (Anglican Church of Canada 2012).  The structure, which is located 

immediately within the community of Alert Bay was reused for administration purposes 

and, also, originally housed the U’mista Cultural Centre’s repatriated collection of artefacts 

which were seized by the federal government during their policies of banning traditional 

gatherings and ceremonies (Milloy 1999).   

Similar to other sites such as Kamloops and St. Eugene, the landscape surrounding 

the school building has also been expanded.  In 1980, immediately beside the existing 

structure, a purpose built structure was constructed to house the U’mista Cultural Centre 

and expanded in 2000.  It is still operating today (Figure 9).   

 

Figure 9. U'mista Cultural Centre. The St. Michael’s IRS is visible on the far right.  

Photo courtesy of www.stephengault.com 

A healing ceremony was conducted to rid the building of the emotional control it held over 

former students.  This ceremony involved having former students return to walk up the 

school steps of their own will (Griffin 2008).  The U’mista Cultural Society provided tours of 

the former building for a time; they have had to terminate these due to the unsafe 

condition in which the building still stands (S. Bruce Jr., personal communication, 12 

August 2012) (Figure 8). 

Conclusion 

The data summary and each of the case studies provided demonstrate the dynamic 

and involved process through which Aboriginal communities have addressed these sites of 

trauma located within their landscapes.  The motivations that have influenced these 

decisions are often varied and diverse but several reflect commonly held desires to create 

a heritage that addresses the consequences the IRS system has left upon Aboriginal 

communities.  This will be discussed further within the following chapter. 
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Chapter 6 – Discussion 

The various patterns presented in Chapter 5 reflect the motivations for heritage 

creation in Aboriginal communities.  This chapter will discuss these motivations as 

commented on in previously published testimonies by former students. These motivations 

mirror those which are considered to be factors in the creation of traditionally recognised 

‘heritages’.   Motivations include both political and emotional factors, which are 

considered to align with collective and emotional memory.  Generally, collective memory 

is associated with political factors, while individual, or autobiographical memory is related 

to emotional aspects.  Additionally, the patterns show aspects related to concerns 

regarding identity creation and the desire to allow for several layers of memory and 

significance to be applied to a site congruently.  

Heritage as political action 

Heritage “’has become central to contemporary perceptions of collective memory 

and that ‘an increasing number of cultural groups now articulate their struggles for rights 

and recognition around the ownership and representation of their cultural heritage’” 

(Viejo-Rose 2007 in Isar et al. 2011, 5).  Several patterns in the results of this research 

reflect political motivations regarding consequences of the IRS system.  For those sites 

which are destroyed, the act can be cathartic, an act of control over a symbol of 

oppression.  Similarly, the reuse of structures and sites can also be an act of control, a 

demonstration of resilience and assertion of continued survival and identity.  Political 

action is not only confined to interactions with the tangible remains of the IRS system, but 

is also visible in the intangible processes that surround the controls applied in accessing 

Aboriginal knowledge. 

All heritage is political action, but as Smith (2008) has highlighted, heritage that 

falls outside the AHD is more visible to the casual observer for its political aims.  The 

perception that Aboriginal groups have attempted to use control and access of their 

heritage as an overtly political action has been commented on by Widdowson and Howard 

(2008).  This is exemplified by the controls in which many First Nations communities have 

established to address outside research interests.  Researchers wishing to involve 

Aboriginal participants must adhere to appropriate cultural protocols and often this 

includes ethical review boards who can disallow any research not conducted with the 

participant’s band council’s approval.  As a result, Aboriginal band councils can refuse to 
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participate with research they disagree with, or may be critical of Aboriginal policies or 

practices (Widdowson and Howard 2008).  This also establishes other restrictions, such as 

time restraints, for researchers in conforming to the time frame in which these protocols 

occur, and is a restriction which impacted this research.  Similarly, this research faced a 

lack of response to inquiries made to Aboriginal communities regarding the current status 

of former residential school structures.  This may be a result of suspicion and lack of 

control about how the data will be used or, alternatively, could also be due to the 

importance that personal interaction and introductions hold within many Aboriginal 

cultures that was unachievable due to the time and large geographical scope this research 

encompasses.  The political factors that result in changes to the tangible fabric of IRS sites 

include elements of visibility, recognition, and control. 

Recognition and control 

 ‘The politics of recognition are intimately tied up with the politics of heritage’ (De 

Jong and Rowlands 2008, 131).  The importance of control over these sites of former 

oppression and trauma is visible through the attempts that many First Nations 

communities have taken to regain control and ownership of these places.  While many of 

the structures and sites were transferred into the management of local First Nations 

councils, some were retained by governmental or religious organisations.  Two examples, 

the Coqualeetza and (old) Christie IRS sites were identified that demonstrate how some 

Aboriginal communities have acted politically in order to establish their claim to these 

sites.  Both these sites are located in the province of British Columbia and this likely had an 

influence on this result.  British Columbia, unlike much of the rest of the country, never 

developed treaties during its European settlement and First Nations groups were placed 

onto reserves without any form of legal surrender of land rights (Widdowson and Howard 

2008).  Therefore, within British Columbia there exists a strong political movement focused 

on land claims and the IRS sites have become a focus for these actions. 

The old Christie and Coqualeetza IRS sites demonstrate how IRS sites can be used in 

attempts to exert or regain control, as both sites have been the location for protests 

designed to regain the land on which these schools resided for the local Aboriginal 

communities.  While neither of the protests were completely successful, each has made 

some impact.  The Coqualeetza site has been transferred under a land management 

agreement to the Sto:lo Nation who now use the structure and site as an administration 

base.  The protests over the Catholic Church’s refusal to sell the old Christie to the 
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Ahousaht First Nation, at a one million dollar price, gained media attention and brought 

visibility to both the residential school history of the area, and to the issues which 

surround the presumed transfer of land to religious organisations from Aboriginal Nations 

during the time of initial contact. 

Heritage as evidence 

The preservation of tangible remains associated with difficult heritage as a focal 

point for social justice and restitution is not unique to the example of Indian Residential 

Schools in Canada.  Similar examples exist at other post-colonial and post-trauma sites 

around the world such as the District Six Museum in Cape Town, South Africa.  District Six 

was a mixed-race community which underwent a forced removal during the apartheid 

regime.  During this period the majority of the community was demolished (Ševenko 

2011).  After the end of apartheid a surviving Methodist church was reused as a Museum 

dedicated to the former community.  This museum became a focal point for a campaign to 

reclaim the land once taken from them.  This included the creation of a map of the former 

neighbourhood where “ex-residents identified their former homes, businesses, and 

community spaces and exchanged stories about the consequences of their loss…The 

memories served a symbolic and social function, to knit the community back together, and 

a material function as the preliminary evidentiary basis for specific land claims” (Ševenko 

2011, 16). 

 There are several reasons why the example of Indian Residential Schools are a 

unique example among difficult heritage sites, and why reuse is the predominant form of 

structural preservation identified within the research.  The trauma of the IRS system was 

directed towards a segment of society based on racial characteristics, and while the 

system is no longer in place, divisions between these affected groups and much of the rest 

of the Canadian population still exist.  While the government is making efforts, through the 

Truth and Reconciliation Commission, there has been no clear division between the 

offending governments and the current ones, and no clear and defined end to oppressive 

policies.  This is unlike, other examples of similar attempts at redress, such as South Africa, 

were restitution followed dramatic governmental change (Ševenko 2011).  Both nationally 

ruling parties were involved in the policies which resulted in the IRS system and thus 

cannot deny responsibility.  Huyssen (2003) has shown that after such a regime change the 

new governing party will attempt to legitimise and secure their newfound position often 

by addressing past wrongs and commonly heritage can be used to bolster such claims.  The 
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lack of regime change can be considered a reason why there has been reduced pressure 

upon the Canadian government to address these wrongs and arguably it benefits the 

government to keep this aspect of its history outside the mainstream consciousness of 

non-Aboriginal Canadians.   

It has been suggested that the political reconciliation efforts and the statement of 

apology made by Prime Minister Stephen Harper that “…although founded on colonial 

violence, the nation is at last moving to its logical conclusion – a fair, open, and tolerant 

society…[and] in this way, the narrative structure of ‘turning the page’ threatens to 

foreclose an unflinching struggle with our colonial past and present” (Carr 2009, 110).  It 

could be argued that the reuse and continued presence of IRS structures may hinder this 

process through the continued presence of material remains which references the effects 

the IRS system continues to exact on Aboriginal communities.  The presence of such 

remains ensures the memory of the IRS system is maintained within Aboriginal 

communities who continue to act for restitution3; this memory transfer is especially 

important as this activism will need to be transferred to younger generations as school 

survivors age.  A reoccurring theme, regardless of treatment applied, was ensuring the 

transfer of memory across generations.  Ensuring that the newer generations understand 

the effects that the IRS system has had on their elders and on their life today, was integral 

to these alternative heritage processes.  These sentiments were expressed by Jim Bob, a 

survivor of the Port Alberni Residential School who was interviewed during its ceremonial 

destruction:  "…Today, I feel good about what's happening. A lot of our culture is here 

today. This process also helps our kids understand what happened” (Winks 2009). 

The belief that tangible remains can have an impact as evidence, has been 

expressed in the preservation of the St. Michael’s (Alert Bay) IRS in Tofino, British 

Columbia.  While the structure was reused for a period, the building fell into disrepair and 

has since been abandoned and condemned.  Although the structure provides no tangible 

use to the community, it has been retained.  The reasons for its continued existence are 

expressed by Bill Cramner, the current Chief of the Namgis First Nation in a television 

interview: 

                                                        
3 Continuing legal action has been undertaken to include ‘day scholar’ students into the IRSSA.  These are 
students who never were housed at the schools or in associated residences but who were schooled at 
government run facilities. 
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It's a surprise how little Canadians know about our history….now it's [the 

school] empty there and some people who want it torn down, course my 

view is that we should leave it up as a reminder to everyone about what 

happened here… well you tear it down, out of site out of mind (CTV News 

Vancouver Island 2012). 

Similar views were expressed regarding the demolishment of the Port Alberni IRS 

dormitory.  While the demolition went ahead, the dialogue leading up to it included 

concerns that because the main building no longer existed the dormitories should be 

retained “as a reminder of the atrocities committed within” (Dhillon 2009).  In this instance 

the emotional needs for healing tangibly represented in the destruction of the building 

superseded the desires for preserving evidence. 

Alternatively, an argument could be made that reuse of the structures may also 

render them ‘invisible’ to non-Aboriginals.  By incorporating them into the everyday 

function of an Aboriginal community the structures may lose their visibility as historical 

evidence beyond those who have an immediate connection to them.  The uninterrupted, 

and un-interpreted reuse of Nazi and German Democratic Republic party sites in Berlin has 

achieved an ‘invisibility’ of the negative periods which these structures could be associated 

with within that community (Huyssen 2003).  In order to offset this concern, more than 

just the tangible fabric needs to be retained to ensure the evidentiary qualities of the 

structures remain.  The development of commemorative institutions within the reuse of 

the structures and sites may provide this purpose as may the development of intangible 

processes which ensure the continued visibility of the IRS system such as survivor stories 

and the ‘truth tellings’ associated with the TRC.   

Heritage as emotional reconciliation 

Returning to the site of trauma 

A reoccurring theme that occurred throughout the interviews studied was the idea 

of overcoming trauma through revisiting the site as part of a healing journey.  This return, 

in some instances was to witness the cathartic destruction of the site, or for some the 

return to an existing site involved ‘facing fears’.  The healing ceremony which occurred at 

St. Michael’s IRS was designed to allow students to return to the school.  Lillian Hunt in 

Griffin (2008) discusses the ceremony:   
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One of the healing things we did was for all of (the former students) to walk 

up the stairs by themselves again. … That was the biggest thing that stood 

out in their memory as five-year-olds, being taken away from their families. 

For them being able to go back and walk back up those stairs and wash 

those tears away was a very powerful moment. They came back into 

U’Mista and they were all beaming. 

The reuse of structures by Aboriginal communities has resulted in some former 

students returning to the building for other reasons.  Many of the schools were reused as 

administration offices, therefore many individuals returned to work in the buildings where 

they were once students.  Similarly, another common reuse for residential school 

structures was to continue its use as an educational facility, which resulted in former 

students returning to the structures as adult students.  A former Kamloops IRS student 

describes returning to the school to complete their Grade Twelve education in the mid-

1990’s:   

I remember the first time I went back there…  I had a real difficult time with 

going into that room because that’s where the dormitories were.  I could 

still, in my mind, see all the beatings that went on in there and all the abuse. 

… But when I left that building after all those years I walked down those 

stairs on the outside, on the red stairway there and, I looked at the building.  

It really made me feel good to be able to look at that building.  If I didn’t go 

back to school, I don’t think I would have gone back into that building again.  

But I had to go back to make me feel good (Anonymous 2000, 153-154). 

The return to a site to witness its destruction also provides an emotional catharsis 

for former students. For students who returned to witness and take part in the ceremonial 

destruction of the Port Alberni IRS, the return allowed for a release of fear.  Elizabeth 

Good, a member of the Snuneymuxw First Nation speaks of her experience in a newspaper 

report of the destruction ceremony: 

’It's amazing because up to three months ago it felt like there was nothing 

but terror here,’ ….  ‘Today, these people helped me realize there isn't a 

monster here,’ she said. ‘There was a lot of horrible things that happened 
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here. I felt a release today, like there isn't a monster here. The tears I cried 

today were real joy.’ (Winks 2009). 

It is apparent that the tangible remains of the schools, while occasionally acting as 

a focal point for emotional output, are not required for the significance and power of the 

site to remain. The ability to revisit a site allows for the creation of additional memories to 

be made at the site.  These memories may be of a positive experience, but appear to be 

related less to the event being undertaken and more to the realisation that they have 

overcome and survived.  The event can range from a ceremonial return intended to 

achieve this purpose, to a return in the normalcy of everyday life. 

Layermaking 

Jenny Linke (n.d.) has discussed how ‘layermaking’ at difficult heritage sites when, 

locationally, there exists both a site associated with atrocity and an unrelated positive 

heritage site.  Linke (n.d.) posits that there will be a dominant heritage perspective and 

then a number of suppressed or neglected heritages.  De Leeuw (2007b, 344-45) explores  

the original creation of residential school structures as ‘colonial geographies’; designed, 

constructed and spatially planned to reinforce aspects of control, segregation, superiority, 

and intended to “exclude and expunge Indigeneity”.  The ability of Aboriginal communities 

to alter or remove the tangible material associated with this difficult heritage provides a 

physical representation of this layermaking.  It provides a material effort to establish a 

dominant heritage of survival, resilience and renewal with the goal of lessing the 

emotionally dissonant heritages of shame, abuse, and pain.  The colonial geographies 

which de Leeuw refers to are suppressed:   

“While the materiality of St. Eugene’s Residential School is visible 

throughout the resort environment, the structures’ meaning has been 

transformed from displacement and erasure to empowerment and pride.  …  

For the Ktunaxa-Kinbasket then, a solution to historical and cultural 

devastation is enacted through mnemonic and material place 

transformation” (de Leeuw 2007a, 311) 

This dominant heritage allows for a re-identification for survivors and their communities 

and allows for a beneficial ‘forgetting’ of the most painful portions of this heritage.  Sophie 

Pierre, a former student of the St. Eugene IRS and the former Chief of the St. Mary’s Indian 
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Band (one of five which constitute the Ktunaxa-Kinbasket First Nation) speaks of returning 

to the school that she was involved in redeveloping: “I feel good, I always feel good when I 

go into our hotel” (Canadian Public Access Channel 2011).  

Similar layermaking through both reuse and destruction is evident in the dialogue 

surrounding the destruction of Yukon Hall, in Whitehorse, YK.  While many students 

remembered the difficulties they experienced as students, the Grand Chief of the Yukon 

First Nations Andy Carvill spoke of mixed emotions during its destruction, due to the reuse 

of the structure as the offices of the Council of Yukon First Nations.  “I have mixed feelings 

because great people sat in these halls and helped to restore dignity to us as a people” 

(Keevil 2009).  The theme of reported comments by attendees at the destruction of this 

structure, while acknowledging the trauma experienced at the site, was one of resilience 

and survival.  Robert (last name withheld), a student who had particularly difficult 

memories of the site spoke of the destruction: “We are survivors, …Now, we could 

withstand anything” (Keevil 2009).  It is through such examples of destruction, where the 

Western heritage tendency to equate destruction with forgetting is shown to be 

inaccurate.  Destruction allows for a form of forgetting, but in its act creates additional 

layers of memory: 

Acts of destruction shape memory in several ways: by adding new 

memories, by adding new meanings, creating new associations with 

perpetrators, discourses, contexts, and sites of destruction, and by 

consigning to the realm of memory those sites that are destroyed (Viejo-

Rose 2011, 59-60). 

Identity creation 

The reuse of IRS sites may be a way in which to re-establish a cultural identity, and 

similar patterns are found elsewhere in post-traumatic societies.  In Berlin, where ‘image’ 

is deemed to be the most important value to conserve, above age, aesthetic or historical 

values, heritage reinforces connections with pre-World War I architecture and limits 

associations to the unwanted identities of Nazi or German Democratic Republic 

architecture (Huyssen 2003).  Francis 2004 (in de Leeuw 2007, 309) has described how the 

reuse of IRS sites, much like the repatriation of banned and confiscated potlatch objects to 

the Alert Bay IRS and contemporary Aboriginal art, “assert an Aboriginal presence in the 

very place where ‘Indians’ were not supposed to exist”. 
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The need for identity creation is evident within any culture, but for those who have 

undergone trauma or violence, the reassertion of identity and belonging can be especially 

important.  In the aftermath of the IRS system “…the assimilative effort, even when it 

failed, still caused damage.  It frequently left its Aboriginal targets confused or doubtful 

about the identity and worth of their culture and themselves…” (Miller 2004, 217).  The 

ability to exert control over the tangible material of an IRS site and to rework the site in a 

way that the community deems appropriate provides a focus for identity creation.  This 

creation can be in building a community consensus regarding an IRS site, as was evident in 

the redevelopment of the St. Eugene IRS; “We had to be able to answer the questions of 

the people who wanted to tear it down, about why we would want to keep it” (Canadian 

Public Access Channel 2011).  Or, for individuals, the destruction of a site, allows them to 

no longer be defined by the association of events at the school.  Joe Howard, a former 

student of the Sechelt IRS discusses his feelings regarding its destruction: 

To see that building standing there, was like a thorn in your side.  What 

happened to me in this building, and you go, and you feel ugly and you 

don’t feel good about yourself and all that, y’know.  This is the classroom 

where I got beat, or this is the classroom where I got sexually abused, or 

this is the classroom where I got thrown around at, y’know all the different 

things that happened in that building. …Now it’s gone and you go good, it’s 

something else that is off your shoulder (SMART Fund n.d.). 

While the destruction or alternation of tangible fabric may assist in conforming materiality 

to desired identity, it requires more than just a change in tangible heritage.  Bill Cramner, 

Chief of the Namgis First Nation and in reference to the current preservation of St. 

Michael’s IRS states, "just by tearing the building down we say those bad feelings aren't 

going to go away, we have to find a way to deal with that” (CTV News Vancouver Island 

2012).  Intangible processes of healing and identity redefinition must be paralleled with 

the active tangible attempts of destruction and creation. 

Reinterpretation of a misrepresented culture 

 As previously discussed in Chapter 3, Aboriginal communities have a lower 

standard of living that most non-Aboriginal Canadians; this has resulted in negative 

perceptions of Aboriginal lifestyle and culture among many non-Aboriginal Canadians.  The 

use of the sites and structures of the IRS system provides a multi-aspect approach to 
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establishing alternative perceptions.  Byrne (2008, 163) has discussed how non-Western 

cultures in post-colonial societies view Aboriginal change“…to represent a loss of integrity 

and authenticity.  The changes are also almost always seem as being forced on these 

cultures…” The buildings and sites, used as evidence and as focal points for interpretation, 

can be used to increase knowledge of the IRS system.  This is particularly evident in the use 

of commemorative features, such as public museums, created within the reuse of the 

buildings. 

By allowing community-centred constructions of heritage, Aboriginal groups 

are able to circumvent concerns about having the non-Aboriginal majority’s ‘ideas 

of Aboriginity’ applied to them.  This concern which arises between dominant 

national groups and minority cultures has been noted by various scholars such as 

Raj Isar et al. (2011) and Byrne (2008).  In these instances the minority cultures are 

not perceived to be dynamic and alive, unlike the dominant group, and are 

therefore, forced to into a static ‘custom bound’ tradition of preservation (Byrne 

2008).  By not following traditional Western heritage strategies the dynamic 

heritage alternatives evident in this research may be considered attempts to 

reinforce perceptions of the evolving and developing nature of current Aboriginal 

communities and cultures. 

Another misrepresentation that has occurred is due to the heightened media 

coverage of the sexual abuse that some students underwent while at residential school.  

“Regrettably, the [media] sensationalism tends to isolate the abuse from a context in 

which First Nations’ languages, spiritual beliefs, and entire cultural competencies were 

negated” (Haig-Brown 1988, 11).  Several sites show reuse or redevelopment which is 

designed to rebuild many of the cultural traditions that were harmed during the IRS 

system, thereby reinforcing the visibility of the impact on cultural traditions and spiritual 

beliefs.  While there are several examples of redevelopment of IRS sites into health and 

wellness centres for former students, there are also examples of cultural and educational 

programmes that include language components either being housed in former structures, 

or in purpose built centres constructed in replacement for demolished schools.  The 

Secwepemc Cultural Education Society which uses space in the former Kamloops IRS is one 

such example (Secwepemc Cultural Education Society 2007).  The mandate of this society 

is “assist the Secwepemc people and bands to preserve, record, perpetuate, and enhance 
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the Secwepemc language, history, and culture” (Secwepemc Cultural Education Society 

2007). 

A benefit of community-centred heritage strategies as opposed to a singular 

commemoration or a national residential school museum, such as has been proposed for 

the Portage la Prairie IRS, is that it does not generalise experiences that may reinforce non-

Aboriginal perceptions that Aboriginals are a homogenous group of people.  The 

Residential School system did not affect an ‘Indian’ population, but various independent 

First Nations, Metis and Inuit communities, who each attended various schools under 

various administrations.  As a result there exists an exceptionally wide range of 

experiences and cultural backgrounds of students.  The portrayal of Aboriginal people as a 

singular body has lessened within Canada as is evident in the reassertion of traditional 

cultural and community names and the various ways in which communities have chosen to 

address the IRS sites may reflect desires to establish ‘custom’ treatments which both 

differentiate themselves from other Aboriginal communities, while simultaneously 

addressing community specific needs regarding emotional reconciliation. 

The variability with which surviving students perceive these structures and sites is 

evidenced in the response given by two former students while guiding members of the 

Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada (HSMBC) around the renovated St. Eugene 

IRS.   

When asked for their views of how the Ktunaxa felt about the school, they 

responded by saying that it would depend upon whom one asked.  Some 

view it as a symbol of all the injustices that have been done to their people.  

Others see it as a place of both positive and negative memories, but one 

that has a role to play in helping the Ktunaxa regain their cultural strengths 

through a knowledge and understanding of their recent past (Historic Sites 

and Monuments Board 1996). 

Further avenues for research 

This research was very much designed as an initial foray into what is an 

exceptionally complex, emotional and highly political topic.  There are several future 

avenues where this research can be continued.   
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Recognition within existing heritage frameworks 

The Ktunaxa-Kinbasket nominated the St. Eugene IRS for inclusion as a National 

Historic Site of Canada in 1996 and the nomination was rejected.  This rejection was not 

outright, with the reasons for rejection owing more to the lack of research about extant 

residential schools sites and the lack of knowledge about how these sites are perceived 

within Aboriginal communities.  The period of nomination was also while the Royal Report 

on Aboriginal Peoples was being compiled, from which the IRSSA and TRC were developed.  

Therefore the discussion about commemoration within existing heritage bodies in Canada 

was deferred as it was believed that this report would provide important information to 

this decision, to date it has not been revisited (F. Abboudy, personal communication, 13 

August 2012).  

 This discussion is likely to begin again within the next several years as the individual 

compensation component of the TRC is completed and it begins to move into the other 

components of reconciliation, which include commemoration.  Provincially, Manitoba has 

already begun to designate certain properties, such as the Portage la Prairie IRS, as 

heritage sites, but to date there has been no nationally designated residential school.  

Currently, the HSMBC feels that more research about extant IRS structures needs to be 

completed, and consultation with the various Aboriginal groups who were affected in 

these schools is needed to establish their wishes regarding national heritage recognition 

(F. Abboudy, personal communication, 13 August 2012).  The HSMBC is very aware of the 

large number of diverging viewpoints which may arise out of discussion of ‘authorised’ 

heritage recognition, resulting in part from: (1) the various cultural backgrounds of 

students which will impact culturally specific notions regarding commemoration; (2) the 

various experiences undergone by students, and; (3) personal viewpoints and concerns 

about appropriation and assimilation of survivor’s stories by the provincial and national 

heritage bodies.  Until there is a unified agreement amongst Aboriginal communities about 

whether, or how to commemorate these sites, the HSMBC will delay making any 

judgments (F. Abboudy, personal communication, 13 August 2012). 

 The Historic Sites and Monuments Board (1996) has noted that the existing 

qualifiers for inclusion on the national heritage register may not be appropriate for these 

sites, suggesting they should possibly be considered “within the context of the history of 

Canada’s First Nations”.  In a 1996 study about the possibility of the designation of St. 
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Eugene highlighted that reuse may provide additional benefits to this structure if 

designated:   

The former St. Eugene School has a broad and long-standing history that 

well illustrates the various dimensions of residential school history in 

Canada.  Its ability to convey a sense of Native history would not be 

compromised by the proposed redevelopment plan.  In fact, it would be 

enhanced by the ability to draw a broad range of visitors to this site 

(Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada 1996).   

This research demonstrates that this would allow this Aboriginal community to show not 

only Native history by also Native present and possible futures. 

Alternative influences and approaches 

This research does not take into account alternative reasons that may have 

affected decisions about treatment of sites as this was unavailable for almost all entries.  

Particularly, one reason many Aboriginal communities initially chose to reuse the IRS 

structures may be due to financial limitations many Aboriginal communities faced once 

they regained administrative control from the Department of Indian Affairs.  The Port 

Alberni IRS dormitory is one such building, where the struggling Tseshaht First Nation 

reused the building out of necessity rather than by choice (Dhillon 2009).  Tseshaht First 

Nation councillor Les Sam, in an article by Dhillon (2009), states “’There was always bad 

karma in the building,’ …. He describes the difference in employee demeanour since the 

move to a new facility as ‘night and day’”. 

This research outlines how the treatment of the former IRS sites and structures can 

be perceived as heritage, but does so very much from a positivist view.  As this research 

pulls from previously published sources, it often relies on those attempts at heritage 

creation that Aboriginal communities have chosen to highlight.  Limited examples were 

found where negative responses to strategies applied to former IRS sites were discussed.  

One such example was found, however, when former students returned to the St. Eugene 

Mission and Resort, recreationally, some former students refused to stay within the 

redeveloped residential school, and instead choose to house themselves in the newly built 

sections of the development (Canadian Public Access Channel 2011).  Further research 

involving surviving student’s perceptions regarding the various forms of treatments 
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applied should be conducted to see if the anecdotal evidence, available through published 

and public accounts, is representative of views of the majority of former students. 

Conclusion 

For each example where Aboriginal communities have interacted with or altered 

former IRS sites in some form, their motivations and dialogue surrounding these decisions 

reflect attempts to reduce the emotional dissonance these sites may produce.  The chosen 

strategy of destruction, reuse, redevelopment, or even abandonment, matters less than 

the process by how the community arrives at the decision.  Every decision reflects a 

desired current and future identity, both within a local and emotional scale, and within a 

larger political landscape.   
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Chapter 7 - Conclusion 

The attempts to use the sites of former Indian Residential Schools, regardless of 

political or emotional needs, are done in order to construct a ‘material identity’ that 

conforms to desired future identities.  While possibly correlated with iconoclastic desires 

visible during regime changes, the example of the IRS sites is wholly different.  There is 

little evidence for the desire to ‘forget’ the collective experience of the IRS system within 

Aboriginal groups; the attempts at legal redress by Aboriginal groups, the creation of the 

IRSSA and the TRC all provide evidence of desires to have this history brought forward and 

addressed.  Individually, however, desires to ‘forget’ the painful memories of abuse and 

oppression may be stronger.  Selective forgetting has been demonstrated to provide a 

benefit for individuals where remembrance of traumatic experiences inhibits emotional 

reconciliation. 

Nationally constructed heritage regarding difficult periods in a nation’s past must 

include the concerns of the oppressed communities and those of additional affected 

communities, possibly including those that effected, benefited, or were complacent in the 

oppressive policies.  Community centred heritage construction allows for the needs of the 

individual and the negative affected community to be addressed principally.  For those 

who continue to adhere to the traditional view of heritage as the preservation of places 

and objects, this may pose a challenge.  By altering the view of heritage to a process or 

performance through which groups choose to interact with sites of significance, the focus 

shifts away from tangible material.  This allows for a more open interpretation of heritage, 

recognising the significance of sites which have been preserved, altered, maintained, 

abandoned, or destroyed. 

It needs to be acknowledged that the sites of the Indian Residential Schools of 

Canada will retain significance and quite possibly stigma, regardless of whether the 

tangible material elements of the schools remain.  The development of a National Truth 

and Reconciliation Commission, designed to act as a ‘truth telling’ and oral 

commemorative component in attempting to reconcile both the emotional and political 

effects of the IRS system, may lessen the need or allow greater leniency in the creation of 

other, more material forms. 

The response to the tangible legacy of periods of violence and oppression will vary 

by culture and temporality; therefore, making connections between culturally specific sites 
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should be viewed with caution.  However, the study of non-western heritage traditions, 

within the western heritage context may be able to provide heritage professionals with a 

raised awareness of alternatives in addressing difficult heritage sites.   

Final thoughts 

If “all heritage practice involves the making of judgements about what is worthy of 

preservation and what stories are to be told through preservation” ( Long and Reeves 

2008, 78) then we, as heritage professionals, must change our perception to allow that the 

process by which a community decides to keep, alter, or destroy the intangible and 

tangible materials, constitute its own heritage and be worthy of respect and study.  The 

significance attributed to a trauma landscape by the living cultural groups who 

experienced it and their needs in achieving emotional reconciliation, through 

remembering and forgetting, need to be given priority in heritage decisions. The 

acknowledgement that heritage is a process, and that this intangible cultural process may 

result in changes to the tangible material fabric, needs to become acknowledged amongst 

heritage professionals in order to provide alternatives to the existing dichotomy of 

memorialisation/obliteration currently seen in the management of difficult heritage sites 

(Long and Reeves 2008) .  The change in use, seen at many of the IRS sites across Canada, 

has allowed ‘perpetrator’ sites to be transformed into a new form of commemorative site, 

one which remembers and celebrates resiliency in the face of cultural oppression and 

allows for alterations to the tangible fabric associated with this history.  This may assist 

living traditions, currently struggling with external identification though the lens of 

atrocity, to re-define themselves as adapting and thriving cultures.   

This dissertation began by discussing the Kamloops IRS and so it seems appropriate 

it should also end there; Roger Simon returned to the Kamloops IRS to help rebuild his 

community as Tribal Director for the Secwepemc (at that time called Shuswap) Nation 

which then held its offices in the reused structure.  In the aftermath of the residential 

school system, this is what he had to say regarding the reuse of, and his return to, the 

structure: 

When I got there I used to hear echos of the children, echos [sic] of my 

childhood and I’d feel a real sense of sorrow and frustration and anger and 

a lot of other emotions.  It was scary.  We started developing the tribal 

council and laying out our goals which was a lot more control over our lives 
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and we started to form the Secwepemc Cultural Education Society.  I knew 

that we were reversing the effects of the residential school system, and 

everyday that we created something new, I knew we were changing the 

impacts of that (Simon 2000, 109).
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Appendix A 

Residential 

School name 

Additional names Location Closure 

date 

Structure 

Coding 

Site Coding Notes 

Assumption Hay Lakes Assumption, Alberta 1970 U U  

Blue Quills Saddle Lake; 
Sacred Heart;  
Formerly Lac la 
Biche 

St. Paul, Alberta  R – v  S – viii 1970 Building is reused as a part of the Blue Quills First Nations College; 
As of 2008 the building is still be used for this purpose (Blue Quills First 
Nations College 2012). 
Intangible commemorative activities occur on site (Angel 2011). 

Crowfoot St. Joseph’s; 
Ste. Trinité 

Cluny, Alberta 1968 U U  

Desmarais St. Martin’s; 
Wabasca Roman 
Catholic 

Desmarais-Wabasca, 
Alberta 

1973 U U  

Edmonton Formerly Red Deer 
Industrial 

St. Albert, Alberta 1957 R – v;  

D – ii 

S – vii;  

 

1957-late 1960’s structures reused as a student residence; 
1970’s structures reused as the Poundmaker Lodge alcohol and drug 
rehab facility; 
1983 Designated as an Alberta Provincial Historic Resource (Parks Canada 
n.d.). 
2000 Main school structure burnt down but several additional buildings 
remain; 
2012 Currently operates as the Nechi Centre, a training centre for 
addictions counselors which incorporates Aboriginal healing 
(Parks Canada n.d.). 

Ermineskin  Hobbema, Alberta 1973 R – v (O);  

R – v; 

D – iv 

S –  vii Federal government ran a day school out of the structure until 1991 
(Stolte 2011). 
1991 Ermineskin Band takes over control (Stolte 2011). 
2001 New Junior/Senior School built over prior residential school (Stolte 
2011; Morton 2001). 
Residential school gymnasium was retained and used along with new 
construction (Morton 2001). 
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Fort Vermillion St. Henry’s Fort Vermillion, 
Alberta 

1967 U U  

Grouard St. Benard’s; 
Lesser Slave Lake 
Roman Catholic 

Grouard, Alberta 1961 Main 

structure: 

U; 

 

Residence: 

R – v, vi (O) 

S – viii (O) Mission church still stands and is a designated Alberta Historic Site 
(although the former school buildings are not included) (Parks Canada 
n.d.). 
Boy’s residence has been reused as the residence for the Northern Lakes 

College (Google Inc. 2009).  

Residence also houses the Native Cultural Arts Museum; 

Northern Lakes College was provincially operated, now run by a public 

board (Northern Lakes College 2009). 

Current status of main school structure unknown. 

Holy Angels Fort Chipewyan; 
École des Saints-
Anges 

Fort Chipewyan, 
Alberta 

1974 D – iv M – xii Monument constructed close to where the school used to sit (Steinhauer 
2009). 

Joussard St. Bruno’s Joussard, Alberta 1969 U U  

Lac la Biche 
 

Notre Dame des 
Victoire, 
predecessor to Blue 
Quills 

Lac la Biche, Alberta 1898 D – iv M – xi 1989 Mission is designated as a National Historic Site of Canada, only 
passing reference made to its association with the IRS system; 
Unclear as to what structures were associated with the residential 
school, currently stated that a church which post-dates the school and 
convent are the only buildings retained (Parks Canada n.d.). 
School structures are assumed to be destroyed. 

Lesser Slave Lake St. Peter’s  Lesser Slave Lake, 
Alberta 

1932 U U  

Morley Stony Morley, Alberta 1969 U U  

Old Sun  Gleichen, Alberta 1971 R – v  S – x 1971 Mount Royal College takes over most of building used as a Native 
Learning Centre. 
1978 Old Sun Community College becomes separate institution run by 
the Blackfoot Nation. 
As of 2008 structures are still being used as the Old Sun Community 
College. 
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Sacred Heart  Brocket, Alberta Unknown U U  

Sarcee St. Barnabas T’suu Tina, Alberta 1922 R – v (O) S – x Once school closes buildings are reused as a tuberculosis hospital for 
patients from the Sarcee Reserve. 
Operating agent is assumed to have been retained by governmental body 
because of the early closure date. 

St. Albert  Youville Youville, Alberta 1949 D – iv (O) S – vii (O) Site appears not to have transferred to the band and ownership stayed 
with the Federal Government; 
School destroyed and Sturgeon Hospital now exists on the site (Hanon 
2008). 

St. Augustine Smoky River Smoky River, Alberta 1950 D – iii M – xi School buildings fell into disrepair and demolished after closure; 
Only structure which remains on the site is the mission church (Parks 
Canada n.d.). 

St. Cyprian’s Queen Victoria’s 
Jubilee Home 

Brocket, Peigan 
Reserve, Alberta 

1961 U U  

St. John’s Wabasca Anglican/ 
Church of England 

Wabasca, Alberta 1966 U U 1968 “School buildings turned over to Kee Wee Tin Nok Association for 
native community use” (Anglican Church of Canada 2012). 
Unable to determine if there was any site reuse. 

St. Joseph’s Dunbow High River, Alberta Unknown U U  

St. Mary’s Blood;  
Immaculate 
Conception 

Cardston, Alberta 1971 R – v  S – x  2006 St. Mary’s now houses the Red Crow Community College, the first 
Tribal run community college in Canada (Blood Tribe Administration 
2006). 

St. Paul’s Blood; 
Anglican/Church of 
England 

Cardston, Alberta 1975 R – v  S – x  1978 Title to property and former school buildings transferred to the 
Blood Tribe. 
2006 Developed into housing for students attending Red Crow 
Community College, the first Tribal run community college in Canada 
(Blood Tribe Administration 2006). 

Sturgeon Lake St. Francis Xavier Calais, Alberta 1961 D – iv S – x (O) Buildings dismantled, only shell left, used by local farmer; 
New day school built beside old buildings (Edmonton Journal 1962). 

Whitefish Lake St. Andrew’s Whitefish Lake, 
Alberta 

1950 U U  

Ahousaht  Ahousaht (Flores 
Island), British 
Columbia 

1940 D – ii U 1940 The main school building was burnt down (United Church of Canada 
Archives n.d.) 
Current status of additional buildings unknown. 
Land was sold to Macmillan-Bloedel Logging Company against the wishes 
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of Ahousaht elders (Indian Residential School Resources 2012). 

Alberni  Port Alberni, British 
Columbia 

1972/3 Main 

structure: 

U; 

 

Residence: 

R – v;  

D – i 

 

S – viii; 

M – xii 

Structures reused for a period (Dhillon 2009). 
Dormitory demolished in 2009 (Winks 2009).  
Demolishment included ceremonial component; a day in which survivors 
could begin the destruction themselves (News Services 2009). 
Nuu-Chah-Nulth Tribal Council (NTC) office built on the site prior to 2010 
(A News Vancouver Island 2010). 
Totem pole raised on the site in 2010; Desires to have a health and 
wellness centre built there at a later date (A News Vancouver Island 
2010, Winks 2010). 

Anahim Lake 
Dormitory 

 Anahim Lake, British 
Columbia 

 U U  

Cariboo St. Joseph's; 
Williams Lake 

Williams Lake, 
British Columbia 

 R – v; 

V; 

D – iv 

U Structure reused as the Nenqayni Wellness Centre (Nenqayni Wellness 
Centre n.d.). 
Structures subsequently vacated and fell into disrepair (Patton n.d.).  
Unconfirmed report main building torn down, outbuildings still standing 
(C. Ducommun, personal communication, 27 July 2012; Indian Residential 
School Resources 2012. 

Christie Clayoquot; 
Kakawis 

Old School: 
Kakawis, Meares 
Island, British 
Columbia 
 
New School: Tofino, 
British Columbia 

Old school: 
1973 
 
 
 
New 
school: 
1983 

Old School: 

D – ii; 

 

 

 

New 

School: 

D - iv 

 

Old School: 

S – x; 

 

 

 

New 

School: 

S - vii 

Old Christie School: 
School burnt down in 1973, new school location constructed in Tofino 
(Indian Residential School Resources 2012). 
As of 2009 ownership of land still retained through the Oblates of Mary  
Site; 
Attempts to regain the land by the Ahousaht First Nation (Dart 2009).  
Site (and possibly structures) were reused as the Kackaamin Family 
Development Centre from mid-1970’s to 2008 (Kackaamin Family 
Development Centre n.d.).  
In 2009 the Ahousaht First Nations attempted to purchase the property 
from the Oblates but were refused (Dart 2009). 

New Christie School: 
School buildings demolished; 
Tin Wis Best Western Resort built on the site (Whyte 2006). 

Coqualeetza  Chilliwack/Sardis, 
British Columbia 

1939-41 R – v (O);  

D – ii; 

S – viii Reused by the Federal government as an Indian tuberculosis hospital 
beginning in 1941 ending in 1968. 
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(partly); 

R – v 

In 1969 occupation and protest began over ownership and development 
of the land by the Union of BC Chiefs, established a land claim over land 
including the Coqualeetza site. (Coqualeetza Cultural Education Centre 
n.d.) 
Fire destroyed a wing of the original school building in the 1940s;  
Interim land management agreement with government is currently in 
place 
Structure currently used by the Fraser Valley Aboriginal Child and Family 
Services Society – Xyolhemeylth (P. Raymond-Adair, personal 
communication, 21 August 2012). 
Site has been continually developed and expanded upon (Google Inc 
2009; Sto:lo Nation 2008). 

Cranbrook St.Eugene's; 
Kootenay 

Cranbrook, British 
Columbia 

1970 V; 

R – v;  

R – vi  

S – viii, ix; 

M – xii 

Building was stripped of internal fixtures and planned to be renovated for 
use as a mental health facility by the provincial government.  The plans 
fell through (St. Eugene Resort and Casino 201). 
Building was in poor condition, only small sections were used by the 
Ktunaxa-Kinbasket Tribal Council for administration offices; 
Building stood vacant from late-1970’s to the late-1990s (Canadian Public 
Access Channel 2011). 
1994 decision was made to redevelop the property into a golf course, 
casino and hotel (Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada 1996). 
2000 Golf course opened; 
2002 Casino opened (purpose built structure immediately beside the 
school building); 
2003 Hotel opened within the former school building (St. Eugene Resort 
and Casino 2010). 
The school building was heavily refurbished structurally in the 
redevelopment but the building is aesthetically recognisable as the 
former school. 
Basement operates as a Ktunaxa-Kinbasket Cultural Interpretive Centre 
and pictures from the residential school period are visible throughout the 
building (St. Eugene Resort and Casino 2010; de Leeuw 2007a). 
Several cleansing ceremonies were conducted during the redevelopment 
of the site (Canadian Public Access Channel 2011). 
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Plaque erected within building which references the process of 
overcoming the difficult heritage through transformation of the structure 
(de Leeuw 2007a). 

Kamloops  Kamloops, British 
Columbia 

1980 R – v; 

R – vi   

S – viii, ix; 

M – xii  

Main structure reused as band administration offices, community space, 
and educational classrooms. 
Additional school structures converted to museum and additional office 
space. 
Surrounding landscape now includes heritage park, band run school, 
powwow grounds, and lease-residential subdivision. 
Monument constructed immediately in front of school, dedicated to 
former students. 
Land use plan for site was developed in 2001, calls for eventual 
destruction of all residential school structures, but retention of the land 
for use for cultural or educational purposes (True Consulting 2012) 

Kitimaat  Kitimaat, British 
Columbia 

1941 U U  

Kuper Island  Kuper Island, British 
Columbia 

 D – iv  U School demolished by the Penelakut First Nations Band; 
Gymnasium still standing vacant as of 1997; 
Surviving date stone was removed from the site and ceremonially 
dropped in the ocean (Gumboot Productions 1997). 

Lejac Fraser Lake Fraser Lake, British 
Columbia 

1976 D – iv (O) S – ix; 

M – xii 

Buildings destroyed by the Catholic Church (de Leeuw 2007a). 
Currently there exists a cemetery and a memorial, site of annual 
pilgrimage in honor of Rose Prince and support her beatification (Roman 
Catholic Diocese of Prince George n.d.). 

Lower Post  Lower Post, British 
Columbia 

1975 School 

partly  

D – iv and 

partly R – v 

S – x Portions of the school were burned and buried in the 1980s; 
Remaining buildings are used as a band office and circuit court (Indian 
Residential School Resources 2012) 
Discussion has just begun about destroying the building and replacing it 
with a purpose built structure (CBC News 2012). 

Port Simpson Crosby Home for 
Girls 

Port Simpson, British 
Columbia 

1948 U U  

Sechelt  Sechelt, British 
Columbia 

1975 D – i;  

D – ii  

S – vii (O) 

S – vii  

Main building burnt down in 1975 (unconfirmed) (Sunshine Coast 
Catholic Churches n.d.) 
2008 Ceremonial demolishment of last remaining IRS associated 
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structure (unclear as to what the building was) (Bond 2008).   
Unclear whether St. Mary’s hospital, or the House of Hewhiwus (House of 
Chiefs) of the Sechelt Band resides over the former school site, found 
conflicting claims, likely both are correct, House of Hewhiwus built over 
structure, St. Mary’s Hospital over grounds (Indian Residential School 
Resources 2012; Till 2011). 

St. George Lytton Lytton, British 
Columbia 

1979 D – ii S – vii 1979 “Property (including former farm lands) is set aside for the use of 
the Lytton Indian Band who remains undecided over possible future use 
of the hostel building” (Anglican Church of Canada 2012). 
1982 Hostel building is destroyed by fire. 
School site has been redeveloped into an assisted living senior centre; 
outbuildings have been replaced with Stein Valley School and works and 
machinery yards (D. Dodge, personal communication, 22 August 2012). 

St. Mary's Mission Mission, British 
Columbia 

1961 D – iii (O)? S – x (O)?; 

M – xi, xii 

Structures were demolished due to unsafe nature (Fraser River Heritage 
Park, n.d.). 
Unconfirmed if the demolishment and subsequent heritage park creation 
involved members of local First Nations groups. 
The original structures have been demolished, foundations remain and 
are incorporated into the Fraser River Heritage Park (Angel 2011) 

St. Michael's Alert Bay Girls' 
Home; 
Alert Bay Boys' 
Home 

Alert Bay, British 
Columbia 

1974 R – v, vi; 

V 

S – viii, ix School was turned over to the 'Namgis First Nation and renamed 'Namgis 
House. 
Structure reused as First Nation administration space and as a cultural 
centre. 
Originally housed the U’mista Cultural Society, which has since been 
moved to a purpose built facility immediately beside it (Google Inc. 
2009). 
Healing ceremony conducted to rid the building of its emotional control; 
(Griffin 2008). 
Building now stands vacant (S. Bruce Jr., personal communication, 12 
August 2012). 

St. Paul's  Squamish;  
North Vancouver 

North Vancouver, 
British Columbia 

 D – iv (O) S – vii (O) Ownership retained within the Catholic Church 
Residential school was demolished and a day school was built in its place 
(Angel 2010). 
This structure is now St. Thomas Aquinas Catholic high school (Angel 
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2010). 

Assiniboia Winnipeg Winnipeg, Manitoba 1972 School: 

R – v (O) ; 

 

Dorms: 

D – iv (O) 

S – vii (O) Prior to the opening of the IRS the structures were used as the Children’s 
Home of Winnipeg. 
Upon closure buildings were reused by Federal government bodies; 
1980 Dormitories were demolished; 
2011 Former school buildings reused by the National Child Welfare 
Organisation (Manitoba Historical Society 2012). 

Birtle  Birtle, Manitoba 1972 Old School: 

D – iv;  

 

New 

School:  

R – v;  

V 

V New structure built in 1931-32 on same site; 
Portions of the foundations from original structure are still visible; 
New structure was renovated for use as a residence and plans to use as a 
cultural centre but neither came to fruition. 
New structure currently stands abandoned (Manitoba Historical Society 
2012). 

Brandon  Brandon, Manitoba 1969 (or 
1972) 

V;  

D – iv 

V Building subsequently abandoned and then demolished in the 1990s 
(Manitoba Historical Society 2012). 
Site is currently left vacant (Manitoba Historical Society 2012; Google Inc. 
2009) 

Churchill 
Vocational Centre 

 Churchill, Manitoba 1973 U U  

Cross Lake St. Joseph’s; 
Jack River Annex, 
predecessor to 
Notre Dame Hostel 

Cross Lake, 
Manitoba 

1942 U U  

Dauphin  Dauphin, Manitoba 1988 R – v (O) S – x (O) 1968 School closes but the structure continues to be operated as a 
hostel/student residence. 
1988 Land and structures purchased by Western Christian College 
(Church of Christ affiliation); 
2003 Property purchased by Parkland Crossing (Church of Christ 
affiliation) who as of 2009 run the site as a community helping centre 
(Bettson 2009). 

Elkhorn Washakada Elkhorn, Manitoba 1919-1922 D – iv V; 

M – xii 

1951 School demolished and land is still currently vacant (Google Inc. 
2009; Nault 2010). 
Cross raised and plaque placed on existing cemetery site during 1990 
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reunion of former students (Nault 2010; Manitoba Historical Society 
2012). 

Fort Alexander Pine Falls Fort Alexander, 
Manitoba 

1970 U U   

Guy Hill Clearwater; 
The Pas, formerly 
Sturgeon Landing, 
Saskatchewan 

The Pas, Manitoba 1974 D – iv S - ix Structure has been destroyed; 
Site is used for cultural/spiritual gatherings (Kuehl 2002). 

MacKay  The Pas, Manitoba 1933 D – ii S – ix, x 1933 Destroyed by fire; 
Structure not rebuilt; 
Current site is used for cultural and sporting events by Opaskwayak First 
Nation; 
Some foundations are still visible 
(Manitoba Historical Society 2012). 

Norway House 
United Church 

 Norway House, 
Manitoba 

1967 U U  

Notre Dame 
Hostel 

Norway House 
Roman Catholic; 
Jack River Hostel, 
replaced Jack River 
Annex at Cross Lake 

Norway House, 
Manitoba 

Unknown U U  

Pine Creek Camperville Camperville, 
Manitoba 

1969 D – iv U 1972 School demolished (Manitoba Historical Society 2012). 

Portage la Prairie  Portage la Prairie, 
Manitoba 

1975 R – v S – x; 

M – xi; 

M – xii 

(proposed) 

Currently used as a resource centre for the Long Plain First Nations; 
Designated as a Manitoba Provincial Heritage Site and plaque has been 
erected in front of the building (Government of Manitoba n.d.); 
Proposed location for the Indian Residential Museum of Canada 
(Manitoba Historical Society 2012; Angel 2010). 

Sandy Bay  Marius, Manitoba 1970 D – ii U Structure burnt down (Swystun 2009). 
The Sandy Bay Council of Elders and Sandy Bay Health Centre are in the 
process of constructing a commemorative monument in that location (K. 
Hanies, personal communication, 15 August 2012). 

Akaitcho Hall Yellowknife 
St. John High School 

Yellowknife, NWT 1994 U U As of 2006, slated for demolition, although there is discussion about 
whether the building or the site should be reused; 
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Dormitory The demolishment is result of asbestos in the structure and its redundant 
status (Gray 2006). 
Unable to confirm that demolishment actually occurred. 

All Saints Aklavik Anglican Aklavik, NWT 1959 U U Closed when community relocated away from flood plain. 

Bompas Hall Fort Simpson 
Anglican 

Fort Simpson, NWT 1969 R – v S – viii In 1969 administration was transferred to the Territorial Government. 
Converted to the Bompas Elementary School (while unsure if it is 
administered by the Dene, there is assumed large Aboriginal community 
participation in its use as evidenced by its use as the site for the TRC 
hearing in Fort Simpson) 
(CBC News 2011, Thompson 2011). 

Breynat Hall Fort Smith Fort Smith, NWT Unknown R – v D – viii Building reused as a residence for Tebacha College (CBC News 2011b). 
Site expansion (Google Inc. 2009) 

Federal Hostel at 
Fort Franklin 

 Déline, NWT Unknown U U  

Fleming Hall Fort McPherson Fort McPherson, 
NWT 

1969 U U 1969 Anglican administration of Fleming Hall is transferred to the 
Territorial Government. 

Grandin College  Fort Smith, NWT 1985 Boys 

residence: 

R – v (O)?; 

 

Girls 

residence: 

D – iv 

S – viii Many students have positive recollections of their time at Grandin; 
School was designed to educate gifted students; 
Girls residence was torn down in 1980s; 
Boy’s residence is now the P.W. Kaeser High School, with little reference 
made to its former use (CBC News 2011c) 
Site expansion visible (Google Inc. 2009) 

Grollier Hall Inuvik Roman 
Catholic 

Inuvik, NWT 1996 U U  

Hay River St. Peter’s Hay River, NWT 1937 U U At time of closure buildings were in poor repair (collapsing foundation). 

Immaculate 
Conception 

Aklavik Roman 
Catholic 

Aklavik, NWT 1952 U U  

Lapointe Hall Deh Cho Hall 
Fort Simpson Roman 
Catholic 

Fort Simpson, NWT Unknown R – v; 

D – i 

V Structures reused as a teaching and learning centre, administration 
offices for the Department of Education, library, day care and other uses 
within the community (Thompson 2009). 
School demolished recently (Thompson 2010b). 
Destruction included ceremonial components (Thompson 2010a). 
Prior site is still vacant (Lundberg 2011). 
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Sacred Heart Fort Providence Fort Providence, 
NWT 

1960 D – iv M – xii School destroyed (Google Inc. 2009). 
Monument constructed on site of former cemetery (Lundberg 2011, 
Andrews n.d.). 

Stringer Hall Inuvik Anglican 
Hostel 

Inuvik, NWT 1970 
(possibly 
longer) 

U U In 1970 NWT government assumes all responsibility for the hostel but 
unable to determine if it continues to operate. 

St. Joseph’s Fort Resolution Fort Resolution, 
NWT 

 U U  

Shubenacadie  Shubenacadie, Nova 
Scotia 

1967 D - ii S – vii (O); 

S – ix  

Building burnt down in 1986 (Benwah 2004). 
Site redeveloped into a factory space; 
Site has been the location of a ‘letting go’ ceremony (CBC News 2008). 

Chesterfield Inlet Turquetil Hall Chesterfield Inlet, 
Nunavut 

1970 R – v; 

D – iv 

S – vii  Reused as an adult education centre, post-office, temporary hostel, co-op 
store, arts and crafts room until the 1980’s; 
1984 the hall was demolished and replaced with community complex 
(Hamlet of Chesterfield Inlet n.d.) 

Federal Tent 
Hostel at 
Coppermine 

 Kugluktuk, Nunavut 1959 n/a U No permanent structures existed 
Current use of site, if any, unknown 

Federal Hostel at 
Baker Lake 

 Qamani’tuaq, 
Nunavut 

Unknown U U  

Federal Hostel at 
Belcher Islands 

 Sanikiluaq, Nunavut Unknown U U  

Federal Hostel at 
Broughton Island 

 Qikiqtarjuaq, 
Nunavut 

Unknown U U  

Federal Hostel at 
Cambridge Bay 

 Cambridge Bay, 
Nunavut 

Unknown U U Structure is still standing, but with unknown use. Plans to renovate it for 

use as a boarding facility for health facilities (Nunatsia 2007).   
Federal Hostel at 
Cape Dorset 

 Kinngait, Nunavut Unknown U U  

Federal Hostel at 
Eskimo Point 

 Arviat, Nunavut Unknown U U  

Federal Hostel at 
Frobisher Bay 

Ukkivik Iqaluit, Nunavut Unknown R – v U The hostel still stands and is currently used as a residence for students 
and facility of the Nunavut Arctic College (Eva Michael, personal 
communication, 20 August 2012). 
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Federal Hostel at 
Igloolik 

 Igloolik/Iglulik, 
Nunavut 

Unknown U U  

Federal Hostel at 
Lake Harbour 

 Kimmirut, Nunavut Unknown U U  

Federal Hostel at 
Pangnirtung 

Pangnirtang Pangnirtung/Panniqt
uuq, Nunavut 

Unknown U U  

Federal Hostel at 
Pond Inlet 

 Mittimatalik, 
Nunavut 

Unknown U U  

Bishop Horden 
Hall 

Moose Fort; 
Moose Factory 

Moose Island, 
Ontario 

1969 U U 1964 Horden Hall closes as a school and all residents attend local public 
school and the structures begin to be used as a hostel instead. 
1969 Government takes over operation of hostel. 

Cecilia Jeffrey Kenora; 
Shoal Lake 

Kenora, Ontario 
 

1966 U U  

Chapleau St. John’s Chapleau, Ontario 1948 D – iv (O) U 1921 New school structures constructed; 
1959 “Property is sold to Chapleau businessman who soon clears site for 
development” (Anglican Church of Canada 2012). 

Cristal Lake High 
School 

 Cristal Lake, Ontario 
 

1986 
 

U U  

Fort Frances St. Margaret’s Fort Frances, 
Ontario 

1974 U U  

Fort William St. Joseph’s Fort William, 
Ontario 

1966 D – iv (O?) S – vii (O) 1966 School demolished (Shingwauk Residential Schools Centre n.d.). 
School has been replaced by a senior elementary school; 
Ceremonial walk for surviving students ends at the location of former 
school (Wawatay News 2011). 

McIntosh  McIntosh, Ontario 1969 U U  

Mohawk Institute  Brantford, Ontario 1971 R - v S – viii, ix; 

M - xi 

1971 Building and school lands are given to Six Nations reserve. 
1972 “Native run Woodland Cultural Centre opens at the former school 
site. Old building is renovated for administrative offices and a research 
centre and new museum is constructed adjacent to it. The museum is 
dedicated to the history and culture of the Iroquoian and Algonkian 
peoples and offers gallery space for special art and historical exhibitions” 
(Anglican Church of Canada 2012). 
2012 Still operating as such (Woodland Cultural Centre 2012). 
Site has been designated by the province of Ontario with a plaque 
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(Ontario Heritage Trust 2012). 

Mount Elgin Muncey; 
St. Thomas 

Munceytown, 
Ontario 

1946 D – iv M – xii  All buildings destroyed with the exception of an abandoned horse barn 
which stands vacant; 
June 2012 Monument unveiled upon the previous site of the school 
which commemorates the students who attended the school (St. Thomas 
Times Journal 2012). 

Pelican Lake Pelican Falls Sioux Lookout, 
Ontario 

1978 D – iv S – vii  Buildings demolished and First Nations run high school was built on site; 
operated by Northern Nishnawbe Education Council (Porter 2012). 

Poplar Hill  Poplar Hill, Ontario 1991 D – iv V Attempt to reuse the buildings by the Keewaytinook Okimakanak Health 
Services but unable to secure funding for the renovation 
(O. McKenzie, personal communication, 20 August 2012. 
Buildings demolished approximately in 2002;  
Current site sits vacant (M. Nisly, personal communication, 24 August 
2012). 

Shingwauk Wawanosh Home Sault Ste. Marie, 
Ontario 

1970 R – v  P – viii (O); 

M - xi 

Reused as a central part of the campus of Algoma University in Sault Ste 
Marie; used for the Shingwauk Project, partnership between the 
university and the Children of Shingwauk Alumni Association (Contact 
North 2012). 
Is marked with an Ontario heritage plaque (Ontario Heritage Trust 2012) 

St. Anne’s Fort Albany Fort Albany, Ontario  R – v; 

D – ii 

U Buildings reused as the Nishnawbe Aski Police Services, education 

offices, band office services, the post office, a coffee shop, private 
residences, a youth centre and child and family services; 
2002 Building destroyed by fire (Wawatay News 2002). 

St. Mary’s Kenora; 
St. Anthony’s 

Kenora, Ontario 1962 U U  

Spanish Boys 
School 

Charles Garnier; 
St. Joseph’s, 
formerly 
Wikwemikong 
Industrial 

Spanish, Ontario 1958 D – iv V; 

M - xii 

2004 Boys school demolished, only remnants left; 
Monument on site, carvings have been done on a tree out front (B. St. 
Denis, personal communication, 20 August 2012). 
Site is currently vacant (Google Inc. 2009). 

Spanish Girls 
School 

St. Joseph’s;  
St. Peter’s; 
St. Anne’s, formerly 
Wikwemikong 

Spanish, Ontario 1958 R – v (O); 

D – ii 

V Unknown what occurred at the structure from 58 to 81. 
1981 Fire while building was being redeveloped into apartments (B. St. 
Denis, personal communication, 20 August 2012). 
Damaged structure still standing with no further development (Google 
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Industrial Inc. 2009) 

Stirland Lake High 
School/Wahbon 
Bay Academy 

 Stirland Lake, 
Ontario 

1991 U U  

Wawanosh Home  Sault Ste. Marie, 
Ontario 

1892 U U  

Amos Saint-Marc-de-
Figuery 

Amos, Québec 1965 U U  

Federal Hostel at 
George River 

 Kangirsualujjuaq, 
Québec 

Unknown U U  

Federal Hostel at 
Great Whale River 

Poste-de-la-Baleine Kuujjuaraapik/ 
Whapmagoostui, 
Québec 

Unknown U U  

Federal Hostel at 
Payne Bay 

Bellin Kangirsuk, Québec Unknown U U  

Federal Hostel at 
Port Harrison 

Inoucdjouac; 
Innoucdouac 

Inukjuak, Québec 1969 U U  

Fort George St. Philip’s Fort George, Québec 1975 U U 1979-1980 Fort George community was abandoned due to James Bay 
hydro-electric project. 

Fort George St. Joseph’s Mission; 
Résidence Couture; 
Sainte-Thérèse de 
l’Enfant-Jésus 

Fort George, Québec 1952 U U 1979-1980 Fort George community was abandoned due to James Bay 
hydro-electric project. 

Fort George 
Hostels 

 Fort George, Québec Unknown U U  

La Turque  La Turque, Québec 1978 V (O); 

D – iii (O) 

U 1978 Student residence closes. School property and buildings are 
declared surplus and conveyed to Public Works Canada for disposal. 
2006 Dilapidated school buildings are torn down to allow for site 
redevelopment. 

Pointe Bleue  Pointe Blueu, 
Québec 

1965 U U  

Sept- Îles Notre-Dame; 
Maliotenam 

Sept- Îles, Québec 1967 U U  
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Battleford 
Industrial School 

 Battleford, 
Saskatchewan 

1914 R – v (O); 

D – ii 

M – xi Government sold the property in 1914 (Wasylow 1972), appears if 
buildings were retained and renovated for continued use; 
Reused by various religious organisations for 1914 to 1984; 
1984 The site has been designated as a Provincial Heritage Property by 
the province of Saskatchewan partly due to its association Battleford 
Industrial School; 
2003 Structure destroyed by fire 
(Parks Canada n.d.). 

Beauval Lac la Plonge Beauval, 
Saskatchewan 

1983 R – v; 

D - i 

U After closure the structure was reused as the Meadow Lake Tribal 

Council’s Indian Educational Centre until 1995 (History of La Loche n.d.). 

post 1995 School buildings demolished by former students (Edwards 
2008).  

Cote Improved 
Federal Day 
School 

 Kamsack, 
Saskatchewan 

1940 U U  

Crowstand  Kamsack, 
Saskatchewan 

1913 U U  

File Hills  Balcarres, 
Saskatchewan 

1949 D – iv  U 1953 School buildings dismantled. 
Portions of the land sold; 
Approximately 100 acres of previous school land added to the Okanese 
Indian Reserve (United Church of Canada Archives n.d.). 

Fort Pelly  Fort Pelly, 
Saskatchewan 

Unknown U U  

Gordon’s Gordon’s Reserve Punnichy, 
Saskatchewan 

1996 D – iv (O) S – vii  1996 Government closes student hostel at Gordon’s and main building is 
demolished by government; 
Present day band offices and George Gordon Education Centre are 
situated on top of previous school site (CBC Features 2012). 

Lebret Qu’Appelle; 
Whitecalf; 
St. Paul’s High 
School 

Lebret, 
Saskatchewan 

1996 D – iv U School torn down in 2005 (McLennan 2008). 
 

Marieval Cowesess; 
Crooked Lake 

Grayson, 
Saskatchewan 

1975 U U  
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Muscowequan Lestock; 
Touchwood 

Lestock, 
Saskatchewan 

1981 U U  

Prince Albert Onion Lake Church 
of England; 
St. Alban’s; 
All Saints; 
St. Barnabas; 
Lac la Ronge 

Prince Albert, 
Saskatchewan 

1982 R – v; 

D – iv 

S – vii, viii Structures for the school were not purpose built but adapted from a prior 
military base. 
1982 school lands title is given to the Opawakoscikan Indian Reserve 
(Peter Ballantyne Band). 
1982 to 1996, the school still operated but local First Nations control 
1996 “Student Residence closes and western part of site is soon cleared 
to make way for a municipal health centre. Peter Ballantyne Cree Nation 
uses remaining property for band offices and community social services, 
occupying some of the former dormitory cottages” (Anglican Church of 
Canada 2012). 
Site redeveloped as the Senator Allen Bird Memorial Centre (Google Inc. 
2009; Diocese of New Westminster 2011) 

Regina  Regina, 
Saskatchewan 

Unknown U U  

Round Lake  Stockholm, 
Saskatchewan 

1974 U U  

St. Anthony’s Onion Lake Roman 
Catholic 

Onion Lake, 
Saskatchewan 

1968 D – iv U 1972 Building demolished (Thorner 2010). 

St. Michael’s Duck Lake Duck Lake, 
Saskatchewan 

1964 U U  

St. Philip’s  Kamsack, 
Saskatchewan 

Unknown U U  

Sturgeon Landing Predecessor to Guy 
Hill, Manitoba 

Sturgeon Landing, 
Saskatchewan 

1952 U U 1952 School was burned down 
(Roman Catholic Diocese of Keewatin-le Pas n.d.) 

Thunderchild Delams; 
St. Henri 

Delmas, 
Saskatchewan 

1948 D – ii U 1948 School was burned down (Scott 2004). 

Carcross Chooutla Carcross, Yukon 1969 R – v U 1972 Carcross Community Education Centre opens in previous school 
Current status unconfirmed 

Coudert Hall Whitehorse 
Hostel/Student 
Residence – 
predecessor to 

Whitehorse, Yukon Unknown U U  
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Yukon Hall 

Shingle Point Predecessor to All 
Saints, Aklavik 

Shingle Point, Yukon 1936 U M - xi Status of building unknown, presumed destroyed or decayed. 
Shingle Point community, including prior mission site and residential 
school is included on the Inuvialuit Regional heritage listing. 

St. Paul’s Hostel  Dawson City, Yukon 1952 U U Hostel was severely deteriorating when it was closed. 
Current status unknown. 

Whitehorse 
Baptist 

 Whitehorse, Yukon 1962 D – iv U Building demolished (Keevil 2009). 

Yukon Hall Whitehorse/ 
Protestant Hostel 

Whitehorse, Yukon 1965 R – v; 

D – i 

U Building reused as a residence by the community; 
2009 Building demolished with healing ceremonies directed at former 
students of both Whitehorse Baptist and Yukon Hall to allow for closure. 
(CBC News 2009, Keevil 2009)  

 

Due to their repeated use, especially in closure date corroborating, several sources have not been individually cited with each entry used but will follow collectively 

below. All uncited information is derived from these sources or from personal observations.  

(Aboriginal Healing Foundation 2007; Anglican Church of Canada 2012; Heritage Community Foundation 2009; Indian Residential School Resources 2012; Shingwauk 

Residential Schools Centre n.d.; Truth and Reconciliation Commission n.d.; United Church of Canada Archives n.d.; Yukon Archives 2011)
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